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ABSTRACT
The maln object of the study is to calculate cooling rates in the
stratosphere and mesosphere due to the carbon dioxide vibration-rotation
bands in the 12- to 18-zicron spectral region. Carbon dioxide dominates
the infrared radiative transfer in this region. Accurate values for at-
mospheric cooling rates are essential if the dynamics of the strato-
sphere and mesosphere are to be investigated in any detail.
The first step in the investigation is the calculation of the posi-
tions and intensities of the rotational lines belonging to the 14
strongest carbon dioxide vibration-rotation bands in the 12- to 18-micron
region. The rotational line intensities are evaluated for 6 temperatures
Xn the range 175 to 300°K. The results of the calculation are included
in the study. The basic radiative transfer equations relevant to the
problem are considered in detail. The influence of vibrational relaxa-
tion of carbon dioxide on the transfer equations is discussed. It is
shown that, at low pressures such as occur in the upper mesosphere, the
source function is not given by the black body specific intensity. This
means that local thermodynamic equilibrium breaks down in the upper meso-
sphere. An approximate method for calculating the source function for
vibrationally relaxing carbon dioxide is presented. The source function
is calculated for vibrational relaxation times of 10-5 and lO -6 sec (at
1 atm) using the U. S. Standard Atmosphere (1962) temperature profile.
The calculated source functions show that vibrational relaxation of
carbon dioxide must be considered in radiative transfer calculations
starting between 60 and 75 km.
The radiative transfer equation is integrated to give the upward
and downward directed fluxes at various atmospheric levels. The cooling
rates are obtained directly from the fluxes. The use of the ouasi-
random spectral band model permits integration of the transfer equations
with a minimum of effort. A model allows the calculation of an average
transmissivity for a finite frequency interval. An accurate knowledge
of the absorption coefficient and its variation with Dresseure is essen-
_"_l for accurate _........_m_ssiv1_y_" calculations. A scheme is presented
The Lorentz formula for the absorption coefficient is shown to be a poor
approximation in flux calculations at pressure below 20 mb. This demon-
strates that Doppler broadening must be taken into account once the
pressure decreases to 20 mb.
The atmosphere from the surface to 100 km is divided into 24 layers,
and the transmissivities are calculated for each of the layers using the
x
pressures and temperatures given by the U. S. Standard Atmosphere (1962)o
The Curtis-Godsen approximation is used in the troposphere allowing the
choice of a small number of thick layers. The fluxes and cooling rates
are then calculated for each layer.
Cooling rates from 0.4 to 5°K day -I are calculated for levels up to
35 km. Above 35 km the calculations give unrealistically large values
of tens of degrees per day for the cooling rates. If only the spectral
region around the 15-micron fundamental band is considered the maximum
cooling rate is reduced to 35°K day -I at 55 km. This is probably too
large a value. A vibrational relaxation time of 10 -5 sec (at i atm)
leads to a cooling rate of 15°K day -I in the vicinity of the mesopause
while 10 -6 sec (at I atm) results in a value about three times as great°
An examination of the basic equations shows that extremely accurate
flux values are required for the calculation of cooling rates above 30
km. A spectral band model is not accurate enough for cooling rate cal-
culations. Direct integration over the spectral region of interest is
necessary for accurate flux determination° Further progress in this
field requires experimental determination of accurate values for the vi-
brational relaxation time of carbon dioxide-air mixtures so that accur-
ate cooling rates in the upper mesosphere may be calculated°
xi
I. INTRODUCTION
i.I AIM OFTHESTUDY
The study deals primarily with the influence of carbon dioxide on
infrared radiative transfer in the stratosphere and mesospher_ A great
numberof the problems arising are commonto the whole field of infra-
red radiative transfer and not restricted to the carbon dioxide problem.
Consequently, most of the techniques discussed in the following sections
would be applicable to the more general problem.
The main objective of this study is to examine the feasibility of
accurately determining cooling rates in the stratosphere and mesosphere.
Accurate knowledge of atmospheric cooling rates is necessary if dynam-
ical investigations of the stratosphere and mesosphereare to be under-
taken in any detail.
1.2 IMPORTANCEOFINFRAREDRADIATIVETRANSFERIN THESTRATOSPHERE
ANDMESOSPHERE
Infrared radiative transfer in the earth's atmosphere is asso-
ciated with the three molecules, water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone.
In the troposphere water vapor is the more important of the three.
Once the stratosphere is entered the importance of water vapor diminishes.
Carbon dioxide and ozone then becomethe main infrared active gases.
Ozoneunfortunately has a variable concentration and a complicated band
structure. Consequently the infrared transfer problem for ozone is
i
2somewhatmore involved that for carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide, on the
other hand, has a somewhatsimpler band structure than ozone, it also
has an almost constant concentration with height up to around 95 km
where dissociation into carbon monoxide and atomic oxygen takes place.
Ozoneis very important in infrared radiative transfer in the stratosphere
and lower mesosphereto about 60 km. Above that level carbon dioxide be-
comesthe important infrared active gas. This section contains a brief
discussion of the importance of infrared transfer in the meteorology of
the stratosphere and particularly the mesosphere.
This study was initially prompted by the problem of explaining the
warmwinter polar mesosphereobserved at Fort Churchill using rocket
borne instruments (cf. Jones, et al. 1959, Stroud, et al. 1960). Kellogg
(1961) and Youngand Epstein (1962) discussed the hypothesis that sub-
sidence of atomic oxygen rich air from higher levels, with chemical en-
ergy being released by the formation of molecular oxygen from atomic
oxygen, would provide the necessary energy source. Recent observations
(Nordberg and Smith, 1963) at Wallops Island during the winter indicate
that mesospheric warmings are not confined to the polar regions but are
evident at more southerly latitudes.
If subsidence of atomic oxygen rich air is the primary mechanism
for mesospheric warmings then, as discussed by Young and Epstein (1962),
a knowledge of mesospheric cooling rates is essential for any estima-
tion of the subsidence rate.
The study of the more general problem of the atmospheric circula-
tion in the stratosphere and mesospheredemandsan accurate knowledge
of the sources and sinks of radiative energy. Murgatroyd and Singleton
(1961), using results of Murgatroyd and Goody (1958) on the disposition
of the sources and sinks of radiative energ_ calculated meridional cir-
culations in the stratosphere and mesosphereneglecting eddy effects.
Newell (1963) using the Meteorological Rocket Network data computedthe
zonal available potential energy generation and comparedit with the
kinetic energy for the 25 to 60 km layer. He took into account radiative
energy sources and sinks using the results of Murgatroyd and Goody (1948),
and Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961).
It is evident that an accurate knowledge of the sources and sinks
of radiative energy is very desirable if any dynamical investigations
of the stratosphere and mesosphereare to be pursued. Oneof the most
important aspects of this problem is to determine the infrared cooling
rates for the stratosphere and mesosphere.
1.3 APPROACHTOTHEPROBLH_M.
!
The basic objective of this study is to examine the feasibility of
obtaining mesospheric cooling rates with reasonable accuracy. Unfor-
tunately a devious route must be travelled before cooling rates can be
estimated. As is common in scientific research, the problem turned out
to be more involved than orginally envisaged. It is impossible to
separate the problem of infrared radiati_ transfer in the mesosphere
from that in the stratosphere and troposphere. Also, other aspects of
infrared radiative transfer must be considered such as, line profile
variation with pressure, spectral models for infrared bands, and so on.
The attitude adopted in attacking this problem has been to examine
critically and check, whenever possible, the various relations and ap-
proximations gemerally accepted in the literature.
Section 2 is a rather brief survey of previous work in the field
while Section 3 derives and critically examines the basic equations and
parameters relevant to the problem. Necessarily the literature dealing
with the particular aspect being studied is surveyed. Thus Section 3
is partly devoted to adding somedetail to Section 2. In Section 4 are
presented the main findings based on the techniques developed in Sec-
tion 3. Again someof the relevant literature must be examined, partic-
ularly with respect to comparison of the values calculated in this
study for transmissivities, fluxes, etc. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted
to the conclusions and suggestions for further research.
It was decided to include someof the material in the form of
appendices. Appendix A is a brief description of the carbon dioxide
molecule, giving details of such things as its behavior in the infra-
red, allowed transitions, etc. In Appendix B the methods used to cal-
culate the line positions and intensities of the carbon dioxide bands
in the 15-micron region are described. Also included is a table of the
line positions and intensities for 2080 rotational lines.
2. REVIEWOFRESEARCHONTHEINFLUENCEOF CARBONDIOXIDEONRADIATIVE
TRANSFERIN THESTRATOSPHEREANDMESOSPHERE
2.1 PRELIMINARYREMARKS
The review presented in Section 2.2 of earlier research on radiative
transfer due to carbon dioxide in the stratosphere and mesosphereis
rather brief° There are two main reasonsfor this brevity. Oneis that
little effort seemsto have been exerted in this direction comparedto
other areas of meteorological interest. The other reason is that in
Section 3 where the basic equations and parameters relevant to the prob-
lem are derived and critically examined, it is necessary to review the
previous research dealing with the particular item under consideration.
Thus in Section 2_2 only a generalized picture will be presented with
most of the detail being added in Section 3-
2.2 REVIEWOFEARLIERWORK
The earliest work drawing attention to the importance of radiative
transfer in the stratosphere appears to have been carried out by Gold
(1909) and Humphreys(1909)o It is interesting to note that even at this
ly ....ear _ in -_-__-_ _ _ _ _ ..... ___ e o_e_ _e_e_ a fair _+_ _
information was available and somequite accurate conjectures were made.
This is all the more surprising since Teisserenc de Bort_s balloon sound-
ings extending from 1,899-1904were just making their mark on meteorology.
Both Gold and Humphreyspointed out that ozone was probably of importance
6in infrared radiative transfer in the stratosphere.
carbon dioxide, water vapor and ozone in the stratosphere.
absorptivity measurements of _ngstr6_ in his calculations.
Gold considered
He used the
The main
assumption in his work was that the various absorbing gases acted as
black bodies for emission. Humphreys, however, noted that this assump-
tion might not be correct. Gold's main result was that the stratosphere
does not absorb enough radiation to induce convection. Humphreys' paper
is mostly a review and contains some suggestions for further research.
After these two papers little effort was devoted to the problem
until 1937 when Godfrey and Price investigated infrared radiation ef-
fects in the atmosphere above i00 km. They considered ozone, water
vapor and oxygen. Unfortunately they did not consider the breakdown of
local thermodynamic equilibrium due to the relaxation of the ozone and
water vapor molecules. The importance of this had been noted by Milne
(1930), who worked out the Padiative transfer equation for a two-state
relaxing gas. The neglect of relaxation invalidates Godfrey and Price's
results.
In the period from 1909 to 1937, while little effort was being de-
voted to infrared radiation in the stratosphere, considerable progress
was being made in understanding the structure of molecular bands and
measuring the absorptivities of the various molecular bands of atmos-
pheric interest in the laboratory. The University of Michigan was one
of theleaders in the field producing three classic pieces of research.
Martin and Barker (1932) investigated the infrared spectrum of carbon
dioxide and Randall, et al. (1937) studied the absorption of water vapor.
On the theoretical side Dennison (1931) published a very important paper
discussing the infrared spectra of polyatomic molecules.
The next study of the stratosphere was by Gowan(1947a,b) who in-
vestigated the influence of ozone on the radiation processes in the
stratosphere. During the late forties and early fifties it was realized
that carbon dioxide was a very important constituent of the stratosphere
and mesosphere, probably moreimportant than ozone, with respect to infra-
red radiative transfer.
Plass (1956a,b) investigated the effects of the 9.6-micron ozone
band and the 15-micron carbon dioxide band on atmospheric cooling rates,
basing his calculations on laboratory transmissivity measurements. He
showedthat carbon dioxide wasmore important than ozone for radiative
cooling of the stratosphere. The problem of extending infrared radiative
transfer calculations to higher levels where relaxation must be considered
was attacked by Curtis andGoody(1956). They investigated the impor-
tance of vibrational relaxation in the mesosphereand derived a radia-
tive transfer equation for a vibrationally relaxing gas. This equation
should be used above 65 km. They applied their technique to the 15-
due to this gas.
Studies of the radiation budget of the stratosphere and mesosphere
were published by 0hring (1958) and Murgatroyd and Goody (1958). Ohring
8considered carbon dioxide, water vapor and ozone. He used Callendar's
(1941) empirical formulae for the carbon dioxide transmissivities be-
tween 12 and 18 microns. Murgatroyd and Goody considered only ozone and
carbon dioxide but extended their calculations to higher levels in the
mesosphere using the technique developed by Curtis and Goody (1956) to
take account of vibrational relaxation. The_ like Plass, found the cool-
ing rates due to carbon dioxide to be greater than those due to ozone.
The next major contribution was by Hitschfeld and Houghton (1961)
who looked at radiative transfer in the lower stratosphere due to the
9.6-micron ozone band. They determined the fluxes and hence the cool-
ing rates by evaluating them for narrow regions of the spectrum and then
combining these results to give estimates for the whole band. They did
not use a spectral model but integrated directly over the narrow in-
tervals to obtain the fluxes. Their results for the cooling rates due
to ozone were about twice those of Plass (1956a,b) which makes the cool-
ing rates due to ozone in the vicinity of 45 km close to those due to
carbon dioxide° However, at higher and lower levels carbon dioxide is
still the more important gas for infrared radiative transfer.
3. THEBASICEQUATIONSANDPARAMETERSELEVANTO THEPROBLEMOFRADIATIVE
TRANSFERIN THESTRATOSPHEREANDMESOSPHERE
3.1 THEBASICRADIATIVETRANSFEREQUATIONS
The basic equation appropriate to the transfer of radiation through
a plane parallel atmospheremay be written
dm
l(v,m,_) the specific intensity
J(v,m) = ev/kv, the source function
ev the emission coefficient
kv the absorption coefficient
= COS@
@the angle which l(v,m,_) makeswith n
n the outward drawn normal to the plane parallel atmosphere
m the optical thickness defined by dm= -O kv dz
p the density off the gas (molecules per unit volume)
z the height measured from the earth's surface
F_g_r_ I il]_str_tes the relatiom b_tw_n _omeofthe qu_ntJtJe_ defJne_
above.
i0
n
r--O
e/
T1--- TI lll llll II 1
/
llll llllll
Fig. I. Illustrating some basic quantities occuring in radiative transfer
It should be noted by definition that T = 0 at the top of the atmosphere
and increases downwards reaching amaximum Tg at the earth's surface.
For convenience angles are measured from n_ hence +_ means that a beam
makes an acute angle with n, and -_ that it makes an acute angle with
-n. Then l(v,T,+_) denotes an outward directed beam and l(v,_,-_) de-
notes an inward directed beam. In the above discussion it has been
assumed that the specific intensity does not depend on the azimuthal
angle _.
It is easy to write a formal solution for Eq. (3.1.1) (Cf.,
Chandrasekhar 1960, Sobolev 1963),
Tg )e_(t-T)/_ dtI(v,T,+_): I(V,Tg,+_)e-(_g-_)/_+ J(_,t -_
T
(3.1.2a)
ii
TI(V,T,-_) = l(v,0,-_)e -T/_ + J(v,t)e-
O
(T-t)/_ dt
(3.1-2b)
where l(v,0,-_) is the incident specific intensity at the top of the
atmosphere T = 0 and l(v,Tg,+_) is the specific intensity directed up-
wards at the base of the atmosphere where T = 7g. To obtain the upward
and downward fluxes F+ (7) and F_ (T) respectively, Eqs. (3.1.2a) and
(3.1.2b) must be integrated with respect to frequency and angle, viz.,
2_ +i
0 V
(3 .l.3a)
2_ +i
F (T)= f f fI(v,T,-_)_ dv d_ d_ (3.1.3b)
O 0
or,
f+ljF+ (T) = 2_ I(v,T,+,),dv d, (3.1._)
0
+i
F_ (T) = 2_ f Jl(v,T,-_)_ dv d_ (3.1.4b)
O V
The net flux at a level T is thus given by
F (_) = F+(T) +F (T)
The heating rate dT/dt_due to radiative transfer at the same level z,
12
is then expressed by the flux divergence,
dT 1 dF(_)
dt Cp 0 dz
(3.1.5)
where p and Cp are the density and specific heat at constant pressure
of the air at height z.
Equations (3.1.2a) and (3.1.2b) are sometimes expressed in a dif-
It is sometimes convenient to define a transmissivityferent fom.
yv(t,T) by
= e- (t-T)/_
= exp --
_ z t
(3.1.6)
Thus (3.1.2a) and (3.1.2b) become
I(v,T,+_)= I(V,Tg,+_)Tv(_g,_)-/_g
T
(3 .l.7a)
l(v,7,-_) : I(V,0,-I_)'yv(T,0)- /
O
T
J(v,t) _Tv(T't) dt
_t
(3. i.7b )
If local thermodynamic equilibrium prevails, then Kirchhoff's law
is applicable, i.e.,
%/k v = Z(v,T) (3.1.8)
13
where E(v,T) is the blackbody specific intensity given by
-I
E(v,T) = 2 hc%3[e (h cv/k )-l] (3.1.9)
where h is Planck's constant, k Boltzmann's constant, c the velocity of
light, T the temperature, and v the wave-number (in cm-l). Thus in the
case of local thermodynamic equilibrium the source function J(V,T) is
equal to the black-body specific intensity E(v,T). This is very con-
venient since E(v,T) is a readily calculable quantity and is, moreover,
isotropie, i.e., independent of the angle @. The important question is
to decide what regions of the atmosphere are in local thermodynamic
equilibrium. This question will be taken up in detail in Section 3.2
where the relaxation of carbon dioxide will be considered. However,
for the moment, it is sufficient to state that from the surface up to
about 65 km the atmosphere is, to a good approximation, in local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium.
Using Eqs. (3.1.4a) and (3.1.4b) the upward and downward directed
fluxes may be written,
_ e- _ _ E(v,T t)_f e- )l_d_dtdv
V 0 V T 0
F_(T) = 2_ / /T E(v,Tt) /
V O O
(3.i.1Oa)
+I
e-( T-t )/I_ d_ dt dv
(3.1. lOb )
14
where it has been assumed that
I(v,0,-b) = 0 and l(V,mg,+_) = E(v,Tg).
The first assumption is equivalent to neglecting solar radiation at long
wavelengths (near 15 microns). The second implies that the earth's
surface is black in the wavelength region being considered which, of
course, is only approximately correct. The integration over angle in
Eqs. (3.1.10a) and (3.1.10b) may be carried out to give
f 77TgF+(T) : 2_ _(_,Tg)Ei3(Tg-T)d_+ 2_
V V T
E(v,Tt)Ei2(t-T)dt dv
(3.l.lla)
F_(T) = 2_ E(v,Tt)Ei2(m-t)dt dv (3.1.11b)
o
where
Ein(y) oo f+l= e-Yt at -y/_ n-1 d_
t--_ = e _ --
0
Extensive tables exist for the exponential integral (Ein(Y)). Pagurova
(1961) tabulates the function for n = i (I) 20 and for y = 0 (0.01) 2
(0.i) i0. However, the function may also be evaluated on the computer
using one of a number of series expansions which are available (cf.,
Chandrasekhar 1960, Hastings 1955).
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3.2 RELAXATION OF THE CARBON DIOXIDE MOLECULE
In the infrared a molecule such as C02 has three forms of energy,
translational, vibrational, and rotational. The translational energy
is unquantized and may be freely interchanged in collisions, the gas
taking up or losing translational energy at a rate depending only on the
molecular collision rate° The vibrational and rotational energies are
both quantized and thus are not freely interchanged with translational
energy in collisions. The probability of a transfer of energy between
vibration or rotation and translation during a collision is less than
one and thus a molecule will normally undergo a number of collisions be-
fore it gains or loses vibrational or rotational energy. At tropospheric
pressures collisions are frequent enough to provide an effective trans-
fer of energy from translation to vibration and rotation and vice versa.
Thus thermodynamic equilibrium is attained with the energy levels of
the various vibrational and rotational states following a Boltzmann dis-
tribution. If the pressure is lowered, then a point is reached when
the collision rate becomes smaller than the radiative lifetime of the
vibrational or rotational states. In this case thermodynamic equilibrium
will not be attained and the vibrational or rotational energy levels will
not have a Boltzmann distribution. Thus vibrational oK" rotatio_lal re-
laxation has occurred. To use the energy distribution of the vibrational
or rotational levels as a means for determining the temperature of a
gas at low pressures is improper, if the problem of vibrational or ro-
tational relaxation is not considered.
16
If Z* is the average number of collisions an excited mulecule ex-
periences before losing one quantum, and if Z is the total number of
collisions per molecule per second, then the relaxation time k is de-
fined by
z* = z_ (3.2.1)
Z* is a function of the level of excitation of the molecule and also
the temperature. Thus if Pl and Pm are two pressures then, at a given
temperature,
z* = Z_1 kpl = z92 _p2
giving
Zpl
kP2 = Z-_2 _Pl
however Z is proportional to the pressure, and therefore
Pl
×p2 : p-_ _!_ (3.2.2)
k is usually given for a standard pressure, i atmosphere, and for var-
ious temperatures.
Curtis and Goody (1956) give a formula for determining the radiative
lifetime of a vibration-rotation band, viz.,
e -1 = 8_ c2 kv dv (3.2.3)
V
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where 0 is the radiative lifetime and vo the frequency of the band
center. In deriving Eq. (3-2.3) it has been assumed that the black-
body specific intensity E(v,T) does not vary much across the band, a
reasonable approximation. Equation (3.2.3) may be written
e-i 8_ vo2S
c2 (3.2.4)
where S is the integrated absorption of the band. Table I lists values
for @ for the various CO 2 bands in the 15-micron region based on band
intensities given by Madden (1961) where available and otherwise, the
values given by Yamamoto and Sasamori (1958) are used.
TABLE I
VALUES OF RADIATIVE LIFETIME @ FOR VARIOUS BANDS
Band Center Band Intensity @
Band Code* (cm_1) (cm -2 atm -I ) (sec)
i 667.40 194. 4.12 (-i)**
2 618.03 4.27 2.19 (I)
3 720.83 6.2 i.ii (i)
4 667.76 _D. 2.66
5 647.02 1.0 8.51 (i)
6 791.45 0.022 2.59 (i)
7 597.29 0.14 7.14 (2)
8 741.75 0.14 4.63 (2)
9 ooo.7 u.o_ _._ (1)
I0 544.26 0.0040 3.01 (4)
ii 581.2 o.oo42 3.01 (4)
12 756.75 0.0059 1.05 (4)
13 828.18 0.00049 1.06 (5)
14 740.5 0.014 4.64 (3)
*The band code is described in Appendix B.
**For typing convenience, in most of the tables powers of ten
are enclosed in parentheses, e.g., 4.12 (-i) = 4.12 x 10 -I .
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The vibrational relaxation time for the C02 fundamentals have been
measured by numerous researchers using various techniques (cf., Herz-
feld and Litovitz, 1959; Lambert 1962). Unfortunately, most of the
measurements have been made for pure CO 2 or mixtures of C02 and H2 or
He. The relaxation time is greatly influenced by small amounts of
water vapor, probably due to some catalytic effect. No reliable meas-
urements appear to have been made for mixtures of CO 2 and N2 or 02 .
Witteman (1962) measured the relaxation times for pure C02. He ob-
tained a value of 3.74 x 10 -6 sec at i atm pressure and 440°K for the
15-micron fundamental. Extrapolating his results to 300°K a value of
about 4.2 x 10 -6 sec is obtained. Schwarz, Slawsky, and Herzfeld (1952),
and Schwarz and Herzfeld (1954) have computed relaxation times for var-
ious gas mixtures. They consider that their estimates are only in
error by a factor depending only on the geometry of the collisions.
Their results relevant to this discussion are given in Table II.
TABLE II
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR THE VIBRATIONAL
RELAXATION OF C02 AND C02-N2 MIXTURES
4
k k*
(_heory) (experimental)
× zo -4 sec (2_°K) _.2 x lO-6 sec (300°K)
7.5 x i0-4 sec (238°K)
*Witteman (1962) .
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The factor in the case of pure C02 is close to i00. Using this same
factor for the C02-N2 mixture gives a value for the vibrational re-
laxation time of 7.5 x 10 -6 sec. Curtis and Goody (1956) suggest us-
ing a value of 15 x 10 -6 sec at 220°K. They obtained this value using
an argument similar to the one above but they used earlier experimental
results. Due to the uncertainties involved in arriving at an accurate
value for the relaxation time for C02 - air mixtures, it seems reason-
able to assume that the value for the 15-micron fundamental lies be-
tween 10-5 and 10 -6 sec at i atm for temperatures around 250°K. Thus
calculations involving the relaxation time are carried out using these
two approximate bounding values. Obviously the above state of affairs
is highly Unsatisfactory and more experimental measurements are badly
needed The situation with respect to the overtone and other CO 2 bands
in the 15-micron part of the spectrum is even more unsatisfactory. No
estimates of the appropriate relaxation times appear in the literature.
However, as Table I shows, the radiative lifetime of all the bands is
at least an order of magnitude greater than the fundamental and if
band 4 is excluded, at least two orders of magnitude greater. Thus if
the _+_n +_i_ _ these bands _= _ +_._ same _ .... _ +_
15-micron fundamental, then the relaxation would occur at higher levels
in the atmosphere. For the 15-micron fundamental vibrational relaxa-
tion becomes significant between 65 and 75 km and if it is assumed that
the same relaxation time holds for the other bands then it would be-
2O
comesignificant for band 4 between 85 and 90 km, and above i00 km for
the remaining bands° WittemanYs (1962) results indicate that the re-
laxation time for the 4.3-micron fundamental (v3 - modeor valence
mode) is at least one order of magnitude smaller than that for the 15-
micron fundamental (v2 - modeor bending mode). This indicates that
the bending energy follows the translational energy at a slower rate
than does the valence energy. Since the other bands in the 15-micron
region have different vibrational transitions than the fundamental,
they might follow the translational energy at a faster rate and thus
have a lower relaxation time. Thus it seemsreasonable to assumethat
at the worst they have a relaxation time of the sameorder as that of
the 15-micron fundamental. In this study is will be assumedthat
vibrational relaxation does not affect bands other than the 15-micron
fundamental until i00 km is reached.
The 15-micron fundamental is by far the strongest band as can be
seen by examining Table XIV. Thus by the time the height is reached
at which vibrational relaxation becomesof importance, the optical
massof carbon dioxide has becomeso small that only the 15-micron band
will have much influence on the radiative transfer.
The problem of rotational relaxation is somewhatsimpler since
rotational quanta are muchsmaller than vibrational Quanta. Thus the
probability of a translation-rotation energy transfer occurring in
collisions is that muchgreater. Typical values for the rotational re-
laxation time appear to be around 10-9 sec at i atm (cf., Lambert,
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1962) and thus rotational relaxation can be neglected.
3-3 THERADIATIVETRANSFEREQUATIONFORA VIBRATIONALLYRELAXINGGAS
As discussed in Section 3.2 vibrational relaxation occurs
whenhigh enough levels of the atmosphereare reached, around 70 km.
Thus local thermodynamic equilibrium is no longer attained and Kirch-
hoff's law is no longer applicable. This meansthat the source func-
tion is no longer equal to the black-body specific intensity. It is
easy to see from physical considerations what form the source function
should take. At fairly high pressures, as in the stratosphere and
troposphere, the source function should be the sameas the black-body
specific intensity. As pressures decrease, ultimately the source func-
tion will be that for noncoherent scattering. In this case noncoherent
scattering meansthat redistribution of frequency occurs within the
particular molecular band under consideration, but no interchange of
energy occurs between the various molecular bands due to vibrational
relaxation. If the pressure is lowered until rotational relaxation sets
in, then there will be no redistribution of frequency over the band
only over the individual rotation lines. As noted in Section 3.3 ro-
tational relaxation need not be considered for this problem since it
occurs at heights greater than 100km. The source function J(v,T) may
be written,
l
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where J*(v T) is the source function for noncoherent scattering with
vibrational relaxation. From the above discussion, it is evident that
_(T) + i asp +
_(T) ÷ 0 as p _ 0
_(T) -0asp +
_(T) +lasp ÷0
(3.3.2)
Curtis and Goody (1956) have derived an expression for the source
function for the situation described above. They give
J(v T e _(v,T)+ _(--!_-_T) x
@+k e+k
(3.3.3)
where
X
_fP k v I(V,T,_) dv de
_p k v E(v,T) dv de
the integrations being over all frequencies of the band and over all
solid angle. The source function given by Eq. (3.3.3) obviously sat-
isfies the relations Eq. (3.3.2).
Now consider the function X. This may be written
V' ' 2g g
.X = v o o (3.3.5)
" 0 0
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where the band extends from v ' to v TM
Since _ = cos 0 and k v and E(v,T) are independent of angle e, then
X
v' ' +i
2_ _ _ kv I(V,T,_) d_ dv
4_ _. k v E(v,_) dv
V' ' +i
_ _ kv I(V,T,_) d_ dv
V II
2 / k v E(v,T) dv
,¢i
Now consider the denominator of Eq. (3-3.5). The black-body specific
intensity is a slowly varying function of v, and to an excellent ap-
proximation is constant over a few wave numbers. If it is assumed con-
stant over a band then
where vo is the band ceriter arm S the _'-_.... _ _-_ _+=_{+y
A better approximation is obtained by considering the following.
At the heights where vibrational relaxation becomes of importance
(above about 65 km) pressures are so low that the line profile is given
by the Doppler formula. The Doppler half-width at 250°K for a wave
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number of 600 cm is 5.122 x 10 -4 cm -I. Now the spacing between the
rotational lines of the P- and R-branches of the 15-micron fundamental
is approximately 1.5 cm °I and the rotational line spacing for the Q-
branch starts at 1.0 x 10 -2 cm -I for the lowest wave numbers and in-
creases to around 0.2 cm -I for the weakest lines at the higher wave
numbers. Thus the band may be considered as composed of nonoverlapping
lines, even the lines making up the Q-branch. Therefore
?'' n n
; kv E(v_T)dv _-z___[E(vi'T)_v, kvi dvi] = i=_E(vi,T) Si
(3.3.7)
where n is the number of lines and the integration over vi means that
the integral is evaluated only considering the ith line by itself.
Hence Eq. (3.3.3) may now be written
e+k e+k
+l V''
/i _ kv I(v,_,+_) dv d_
aS(v,T) -
n
2 _,S i E(vi,T)
i=l
(3.3.8)
+i V''
C_(T) E(v,T)+ _(T)/i- V_' k v I(V,T,_)dv d_
where
c4T) -
e+k
and _(_) NE(v,T)
n
2(e+_.) 7, si _(vi,T)
i=l
--j
Note that _(T) and G(T) satisfy the relations Eq. (3.3.2). To deter-
mine J(v,T) requires a knowledge of I(v,T,_), which is rather incon-
venient since a knowledge of J(v,T) is required before I(V,T,_) can be
evaluated. The standard procedure is to derive the appropriate Milne
integral equation (ef., Busbridge, 1960) for J(v,T). Equation (3.3.8)
is rewritten
+l v' '
(3.3.9)
+
+i V' '
kv I(v,T,-_) dv d_
Equations (3.1.2a) and (3.1.2b) are then substituted into Eq. (3.3-9),
giving
" +i; ofJ(v,_)= _(_)E(_,_)+_(_) k_ [Z(V,.o,+_)e-(_°-_)/_+Z(_,0-_)e-_/_]d_dv
. _,, rTo rV''. _, ., _+l e_(t_T)/_
T V 0
d_ dv dt
-,T ,V 'I n+]_ /- _/,.J-   J(v,t)j
V' 0 tJ"
d_ dv dt
Thus
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]2 TM
_' o
+i
I(v,To,+b)e -(TO- T)/_d_ dv
(3.3.io)
0 T
V IT
(I t- l ) dt
where Eil is the first exponential integral (cf., Section 3.1), and
it has been assumed that there is no incident radiation on the top of
the atmosphere.
Equation (3.3.10) is the Milne integral equation for the problem.
However, this is more complicated than the ones usually obtained in
that the right-hand side contains double integrals. An analytic solu-
tion is difficult to obtain even when only one integral appears on
the right-hand side of the Milne equation, and then only for a limited
number of cases. However, several numerical methods have been devel-
oped to deal with integral equations and a numerical method will be
discussed in Section 4.2. Once J(V,T) has been determined, the spe-
cific intensities may be evaluated and the fluxes are then readily
determined.
It is interesting to note from Eq. (3.3.10) that J(v,_) must be
a slowly varying function of frequency since only in the first term
in the right-hand side is there any dependence on frequency, and since
E(v,T) is a slowly varying function of frequency for small frequency
intervals. This simplifies matters somewhat since over a band J(V,T)
can be assumed to be approximately constant.
2?
Curtis and Goody (1956) were able to derive a relation between
the source function J(v,T) and the heating rate (°K day-l) viz.,
d__T = 1.99 (yL_) (3.3.11)
dt k
where the bars denote average values of J(V,T) and E(v,T) over the
band. Once _(T) has been determined, the evaluation of the heating
rate is straight forward.
It is interesting to note that if J(T) = E(T) for an atmospheric
layer then there will be no heating (or cooling) of that layer due to
radiative transfer. This is an interesting point and worth examining
further. The atmosphere is certainly not in thermodynamic equilibrium,
i.e., the state of the atmosphere as a whole is not derivable from the
basic laws of thermodynamics. Thus Kirchhoff's law, E(v,T) = ev/kv,
is not applicable to this system as a whole. The concept of local
thermodynamic equilibrium provides a way round this difficulty. This
is based on the assumption that the complete system may be divided in-
plied. Consequently each of these small regions is in thezmodyn_ie
equilibrium, and the source function is Kiven by the blaek-bod.v slDe-
oific intensity. _rmus there will be no heating (or cooling) of this
region due to radiative transfer. At levels in the atmosphere above
65 tom, where vibrational relaxation becomes ±npoz_Gant, local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium can no longer be assumed even for small regions
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and the source function is not equal to the black-body specific in-
tensity. At levels below 65 km the source function and black-body spe-
cific intensities are not exactly equal but to a first approximation
may be assumed equal with very little error, this is evident from ex-
amining Eq. (3.3°3).
If it were possible to accurately evaluate J(V,T) for the com-
plete range of atmospheric pressures then Eq. (3.3.11) would provide
a convenient method of obtaining the heating rate due to radiative
transfer. Unfortunately determining J(V,T) involves an accurate knowl-
edge of the relaxation time for the gas, a quantity which, as has been
pointed out in Section 3.2, is not accurately known.
3.4 THE EVALUATION OF THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES
3.4.1 Preliminary Remarks
The absorption coefficient k_. depends on pressure. For example,
at high pressures collisional broadening is the most important process
and the absorption profile for a spectral line is given by the Lorentz
formula. At much lower pressures Doppler broadening of the spectral
lime is the important process and the absorption profile is given by
the Doppler formula. It is important to consider how the shape and
width of a spectral line varies with pressure.
The shapes and widths of spectral lines have been under intensive
investigation for some years, both theoretically and experimentally.
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Most of the effort has been concentrated on the study of spectral lines
associated with atomic transitions. There are probably two main rea-
sons for this. The first one is that atomic lines are simpler to ex-
amine experimentally. They are more isolated than their molecular
counterparts and thus can be examined without the wings of other lines
modifying the true shape as happens with lines associated with molecu-
lar transitions. Second, theoretical computations involving atoms are
inherently simpler than the corresponding ones for molecules.
The meteorologist is interested in the heating and cooling of the
atmosphere due to infrared radiative transfer. Therefore, the widths
and shapes of lines associated with the three molecules C02, Os, and
H20 need to be thoroughly investigated. The vibration-rotation bands
of these molecules which are of importance to atmospheric heating and
cooling are sufficiently far in the infrared to be associated with the
electronic ground state of the molecule. Thus electronic transitions
do not have to be considered.
The line half-width for the individual lines of a particular
vibration-rotation band is a very important parameter which needs to
be known as accurately as possible. This is not necessarily a con-
stant. Theline half-width associated with collisional broadening ap-
pears to depend on whether the collisions are between like or unlike
molecules. The CO 2 molecule provides a good example. For self-
broadened C02 the line half-width associated with the 15-micron band
3o
-i
is around 0.i cm at I atm, whereas for nitrogen broadened CO2 the
line half-width is around 0.064 cm-I at I atm. Also, there is a de-
pendenceof the line half-width on the rotational quantumnumberof
the lines making up the vibration-rotation band, depending on the
polarity of the molecule.
Tworeferences which deal with spectral line shapes and have
proved useful are Breene (1955) and Benedict et al. (1956). The first
reference is an extensive review of the literature dealing with spec-
tral line shapes while the second deals specifically with the widths
and shapes of infrared lines.
3.4.2 Absorption Associated with Collisional Broadening
For sometime it has been known that the width of a spectral line
depends on the pressure. Oneof the earliest theories to give the line
profile and thus the absorption coefficient for a pressure broadened
line wasdeveloped by Lorentz. It is relatively easy to see why col-
lisions should broaden spectral lines, although as would be expected
a theoretical treatment is rather involved. An atom or molecule emits
radiation whenit drops from a higher energy level to a lower one and
absorbs radiation if the reverse process takes place. If another par-
ticle passes close to the emitting or absorbing atom or molecule, it
will perturb the energy levels and consequently the energy associated
with the emission or absorption will be spread out over a greater fre-
quency interval. Obviously, the rate of perturbing collisions will
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depend on the pressure and consequently the higher the pressure the
broader the line and vice versa. Some shift in the position of the
line center and asymmetries of the line profile might be expected due
to the perturbing influence of the collisions. These points will be
taken up below.
The line half-width would be expected to be dependent on the
intermolecular forces. In the case of polar molecules the line half-
width associated with collisional broadening varies with the rota-
tional quantum number of the radiating molecule. Also, the half-width
may vary with the nature of the colliding particles, specifically it
could be different for self-broadening and foreign gas broadening.
Both of these effects have been found for CO 2. Madden (1961) inves-
tigated self-broadened C02 and found a variation of the line half-
width with rotational quantum number for part of the 19-micron C0e
vibration-rotation band. The half-width varied from 0.126 cm -I for
J = _ to 0.06 cm -I for J = 96 (temperature 300°K, pressure i arm),
for the P-branch of the l_-micron fundamental. Kaplan and Eggers
(19_6) obtained a half-width of 0.06_ cm -I (temperature 298°K, pres-
sure 1 atm) for CO e broadened by nitrogen, again for the l_-micron
fundamental. Thehalf-width measured by Kaplan and Eggers would seem
to be the one most applicable for atmospheric investigations.
The absorption coefficient for the classical Lorentz line shape
is given by,
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kv : _ l (3.4.1)(V-Vo)2+_2
where _L is the line half-width due to collisional broadening, S is
the integrated line intensity and vo the frequency of the center of
the line. It is easy to show that
f
O
oo o0
k v dv = _ k v dv = S
--CO
The theoretical evaluation of _L is difficult, so experimental values
are used. Since the Lorentz line shape is associated with collisional
broadening, then _L should be proportional to the number of collisions.
From the kinetic theory of gases the number of collisions is propor-
tional to p/_T whence
_r, = _L _ (3.4.2)
where _L- is the half-width at some standard pressure _o and tempera-
ture To .
As mentioned above, collisions may have three main effects on
the line shape, viz.,
(I) the center of the line may be displaced toward lower fre-
quencies by an amount proportional to the total pressure;
(2) the line may become asymmetrical; and
JJ
(3) the line may be broadened, the broadening being proportional
to the total pressure°
Lindholm (1945) developed a theory for the pressure broadening of
a spectral line due to atomic collisions which takes into account the
above three effects. He considers that the frequency perturbation is
associated with a van der Waal's type force, viz.,
Av = -b/R 6
where R is the distance between the radiating and perturbing atoms and
b is a constant. Kleman and Lindholm (1945) have verified the Lindholm
line shape for argon broadened sodium. However, there is some doubt
if this line shape may be applied to infrared molecular lines. For
close collisions only R -8 and other higher order terms need be con-
sidered. Also as Benedict et al. (1956) note, it would appear that
vibration-rotation spectra will not show much asymmetry since the pol-
arizabilities of the upper and lower states of the molecule are the
same. Also they did not observe any asymmetries in their examinations
of infrared spectra° However, there does appear to be an exponential
die-away in the wings of a self-broadened CO 2 lineo This exponential
die-away wu_u _w to =- considered _ ___ .... _ _7..........___._.
were being made for a pure CO 2 atmosphere, but it is doubtful if it
need be considered for computations involving CO 2 in the earth:s at-
mosphere, since no ex]_erimental evidence has been forthcoming regard-
ing an exponential die-away for foreign gas broadened CO 2. At the
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moment several groups are looking for such a die-away for foreign gas
broadened C0e using very long path lengths (Benedict, 1962).
Plass and Warner (1952), and Curtis and Goody (1954) have inves-
tigated the effects on infrared transfer in the atmosphere of assuming
a line shape very close to Lindholm_s. Thelatter authors conclude
that due to the other inaccuracies involved it would not be useful to
consider a non-Lorentzian line shape in infrared flux computations in
the atmosphere. Plass (1954) noted that it was probably unrealistic
to consider a line shape based on Lindholm's theory since, as noted
above, infrared lines most likely do not follow such a shape.
In conclusion, it appears that at the present time the Lorentz
line shape is satisfactory for evaluating the absorption coefficient
for collisional broadening.
3.4.3 Absorption Associated with Doppler Broadening
If the gas pressure is low enough so that the collisional fre-
quency is small, then line broadening due to the Doppler effect be-
comes significant. In this case the Doppler effect is associated with
the thermal motion of the molecules° Needless to say, close to the
earth's surface the collisional frequency is very high and collisional
broadening completely swamps any Doppler broadening. For C0e in the
earth's atmosphere Doppler broadening becomes important around 30 km
(about 10 mb)o The linehalf-width and the line shape associated with
Doppler broadening are easily derived from the kinetic theory of gases
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(of., Aller, 1953).
line is given by
The absorption coefficient for a Doppler broadened
kv = _7_ exp (3.4.3)
where _ is the Doppler half-width given by
_j2: _Y_o__ (3.4.4)
C
where m is the mass of the molecule. It is convenient to use half the
Doppler width at half-maximum, c_D. From Eq. (3.4.3) it is easy to
show that
O_D = O_(In 2) I/2 (3.4.5)
Also, it is easy to show that
oo oo
f kvd :f
0 -oo
k v dv = S
From Eq. (3.4.5) and (3.4.4)
ab - _-3.58 x 10-7 vo
C -- m
(3.4.6)
where M is the molecular weight.
Equation (3.4.1) may now be written
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kv - S(Lno)l/2 _ _
- exp (V-Vo) 2 Ln 2 (3 4.7)
_o V_ _D2 "
It is evident from Eqs. (3.4.3) or (3.4.7) that the curve k v vs. v
follows a normal distribution.
Table III gives values for _D for different frequencies in the 15-
micron region for CO 2 and for different temperatures.
TABLE III
_D IN CM -I FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURES AND FREQUENCIES
Temperature
(°K)
WQ (cm -1 )
50o 6o0 7oo 8oo
300 4.675 (-4) 5.610 (-4) 6.545 (-4) 7.480 (-4)
250 4.268 (-4) 5.122 (-4) 5.975 (-4) 6.829 (-4)
200 3.817 (-4) 4.581 (-4) 5.344 (-4) 6.107 (-4)
It is interesting to note that _D varies considerably with frequency
but not as much with temperature. Since the spectral region of in-
terest extends from 500 to 800 cm -I, it is thus necessary to take this
variation with frequency into account.
3.4.4 Absorption Associated with Natural Broadening
Natural broadening is caused by radiation damping and is due to
the finite lifetime of the excited states of the atoms or molecules.
The line half-width is given by
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(3.4.8)
where t is the lifetime of the excited state.
sec for the infrared region being considered.
em -I. The absorption coefficient is given by
t is approximately 10 -4
Thus o_ __ 2.65 x 10 -8
i
kv (3491i+
(of., Aller, 1953; Mitchell and Zemansky, 1934).
3.4.5 Comparison of Line Half-Widths
It is instructive to compare the half-widths associated with col-
lisiona!, Doppler and natural broadening. Table IV lists the half-
widths for comparison.
TABLP, IV
HALF-WIDTHS FOR COLLISIONAL_ DOPPLER,
AND NATURAL BROADENING
_L
% =
% =
6.4 x 10 -2 em "l (T = 300°K, i atm pressure)*
..... _ -I ,.. _^^ T = 300_"K)**5.O±U X I%) - cm- _ _o = otA) cm
2.65 x i0 -s cm -l ***
*Kaplan and Eggers (1956) value.
**Taken from Table III.
***Using Eq. (3.4.8). This is probably the least ac-
curate of the three.
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It is evident that _L and _D become nearly equal at a pressure of about
i0 mb (approximately 30 km) and thus above 30 km Doppler broadening
should be considered. Only at pressures near 10 -3 mb (approximately
90 km) does _L become of the order of C_N, but at this pressure _D is
much greater than either.
3.4.6 Absorption Taking into Account Collisiona_Doppler,
and Natural Broadening
It is possible to obtain an expression for the absorption coeffi-
cient taking into account collisional, Doppler, and natural broadening.
The appropriate equation is generally written (Mitchell and Zemansky,
1934),
_ _X 2kv koa e
: _ a2+(__x) 2 dx (3.4.10a)
oo
where
a = _(_n 2) 1/2
_D
and
CO = v-v° 2)
CD
1/2
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Equation (3.4.10a) may be written in the form
= a e
ko __ a2+(__x)2 dx (3.4.11)
The right-hand side of this equation is the real part of the error func-
tion for complex argument, viz.,
oo
--eX dxzx134121
--OO
where z = e_+i a snd w(z) : u(_,z)+iv(_,a). Tabulations of this func-
tion over a fairly wide range of _ are a given by Faddeeva and Terentev
(1961) with appropriate interpolation coefficients.
A number of series have been developed to approximate the value
of Eq. (3.4.10). Unfortunately no one series approximates Eq. (3.4.10)
over the range of values of _ and a, which is of interest in the at-
mosphere. A review of the various series which may be used to approxi-
mate Eq. (3.4.10) is given by Penner (1959). Two useful series ex-
pansions have been developed by Plass and Fivel (1953), and Harris
(1948). The Plass-Fivel approximation is useful for small values of
k v = ko [(cos 2_a+sin 2a_)exp(a2-_n 2)
_ M n_2 =_a nn
i _ y (2m+n):si+
02n,.._ T .,_, _,.,25ql+n+ 1
n=l m=o
4o
l
7 /0
s
_D
(3.4.15)
s(_r+aN) 1 +.
+ _:(V_VO)2 + - ai_ + 5 a2+a _ " •
As will be discussed later this approximation is useful for pressures
lower than 0.05 mb. The Harris approximation is useful for values of
a up to 0.3 and co in the range of 0 to 8.0. It may be written
k--l!= Ho(_) + a HI(CO) + a 2 H2(co) +a3H3(_) + a4 H4(co) +...
ko
-co_
Ho(co)= e
-2
F._(co) = _ [1-2coF(co)]
H2(CO) = (l-2co2)e -co2
-2[_ (l-co_)-2_(1-2 co_)r(co_
H4(co) = < _2co2+ _23c°4"_e'CU2j/
jr_co2 _(co2_t2)d tF (co) = e et2 dt = e
k
o 0
It turns out that this approximation is useful for pressures lower
than 2.5 mb and up to about 0.005 cm -I from the line center.
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3.4.7 Practical Determination of the Absorption Coefficient
for Various Atmospheric Pressures
The above discussion on the absorption coefficients due to the
various physical broadening processes enables a decision to be made
on what absorption coefficient to use at various atmospheric pres-
sures. It is evident that for pressures greater than 20 mb the Lorentz
formula is adequate. The problem remains of handling the absorption
at pressures lower than 20 mb.
From the results presented in Table V several conclusions can be
drawn. At 20 mbthe effect of Doppler broadening is beginning to be
noticeable. Even at as low a pressure as 0.I mb the Plass-Fivel ap-
proximation is not very satisfactory unless Av > 0.002 cm-I, but as
the pressure is decreased it becomesmore useful toward the line center.
The wings of the line, Aw> 0.003 cm-I, can be approximated reasonably
well using the Lorentz formula. The Harris formula maybe used up to
pressures of about 3 mbwith reasonable accuracy. However, one dif-
ficulty with the Harris formula is the evaluation of the integral F(_).
complete F function° It maymore easily be evaluated by dividing the
interval 0 to _ logarithmically and applying a seven point Legendre-
Gauss quadrature in each of these subintervals.
The pressure region from 3 to 20 mb poses somedifficulty. No
satisfactory approximation appears to be available. The method chosen
was to abstract a small table from the larger Faddeeva-Terentev tables
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and use an interpolation procedure. This subsidiary table extends from
a : 0.2 (.1)-2.6 and from co = 0.00 (0.02)-0.1 (.1)-5.0. It was found
that linear interpolation gave fairly good accuracy but quadratic inter-
polation gave somewhat improved results and was thus used.
From the above considerations, the scheme shown in Table VI was
devised to evaluate the absorption coefficient for various atmospheric
pressures.
TABLE VI
EVALUATION OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES
(All pressures in rob)
i000 -<P < 20
20<P <- 2
2<p_< 0.05
P<0.o5
Lorentz formula.
Interpolation from Faddeeva-Terentev
tables to Av = 0.003 cm -l with Lorentz
formula for wings.
Harris approximation to Aw = 0.00_ cm "I
then Lorentz formula for wings.
Doppler formula for center of line,
up to Aw = 0.0014 cm -l, Plass-Fivel
approximation from 0.0014 cm -m to
0.00_ cm-I with Lorentz for wings.
(The Pluss-Fivel approximation is used
rather' thLm Harris's since it does not
involve _n integral and thus is sim-
pler to evaluate.)
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It is interesting to note that the integral occurring in Eqo
(3.4.10) may be written in the form
o0
kv e f(x) dx (3.4.15)
ko _
where
!f(x) :
a2+(_-x) 2
Now Eq. (3.4.15) is in the form suitable for applying Hermite-Gauss
X _
quadrature (of., Kopal, 1961) since the weighting function is e- .
This very tempting method was tried with no great success. It is
satisfactory for pressures greater than about 20 mb but as the pres-
-X 2
sure is reduced the peak in the curve e f(x) vs. x becomes very
sharp for small values of _ (proportional to Av), i.e., close to the
line center. This means that the expansion of f(x) in terms of the
Hermite polynomials is unsatisfactory for values of x near _. Even
using a seventeen point quadrature formula gave no noticeable improve-
ment (cf., Rosser, 1950)o However, the peak rapidly diminishes in
intensity as the wings are approached and the Heimiite-Gauss quadrature
formula gives accurate results, but in this region the Lorentz formula
is adequate, anyway.
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3.5 MODELS FOR MOLECULAR BAND ABSORPTION
3.5.1 Preliminary Remarks
The transmissivity at a given frequency was defined in Section
3.1 by
7v(t,T) = e
= exp z]Nk v d
zt
(3.5 .l)
It is necessary to know the value of Eq. (3.5.1) for all frequencies
of the band so that Eq. (3.1.4a) and (3.1.4b) may be integrated over
frequency to give the fluxes. Unfortunately due to the large number
of rotational lines in a vibration-rotation band this would require a
fantastic number of computations even for a fast digital computer.
Thus attempts have been made to devise a "model" for the positions and
intensities of the rotational lines so that the transmissivity could
be evaluated analytically. Elsasser (1942) was one of the first in-
vestigators to try this. He assumed that the rotational lines are
equally spaced with equal intensities and half-widths. Using this
rather simple model it is not too difficult to obtain an expression
for the transmissivity. Unfortunately, no important molecular band
exhibits the regularity this model requires. Although the 15-micron
C02 fundamental comes closest. However, if the other weaker but still
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important CO 2 bands in this region are included, then the Elsasser
model becomes most unsatisfactory.
The next advance was by Matossi et al. (1946, 1949), who derived
analytic expressions for the total absorption over a band assuming
unequally spaced lines of unequal intensity. Unfortunately, their ex-
pressions only apply for moderately strong absorption and they are
rather involved. However, their work is important since it contains
the germ of the idea which is at the basis of the statistical spectral
model.
The statistical model (Goody, 1992) assumes a random disposition
for the rotational lines in a band with the line intensities being
specified by a probability function. This model was derived with the
water vapor and ozone infrared bands in mind, these bands exhibiting
considerable randomness in their rotational line positions. It suffers
from the disadvantage of assuming an infinite interval.
The next step was to combine the two models discussed above to
give the random Elsasser model (Plass, 1998). Here the band is rep-
resented by a number of Elsasser bands randomly distributed in the in-
terval with different line intensities and spacing in each Elsasser
band. This is an obvious improvement on the two previous models.
The latest model has been introduced by Wyatt et al. (1962). It
is called the "quasirandom model." In this model the interval is
divided into a number of smaller intervals in which the rotational
5o
lines are assumedto be randomly placed. The lines in each of the
smaller intervals are grouped by intensities. These groups can be
madefine enough to simulate the real intensity distribution reasonably
accurately. They were also able to derive an analytic expression for
the transmissivity of a finite interval as well as one for the con-
tributions from the wings of lines outside this interval. In both
cases the Lorentz line shape was assumed. This model is the most
realistic of the various models so far introduced and is discussed in
considerable detail in the next section.
3.5.2 TheQuasirandomModel
In the quasirandommodel, as noted above, the frequency interval
is divided into a numberof smaller intervals Sm. For convenience it
is assumedthat these subintervals are all of equal size. (This is
not necessary for the theory, but in practice they would be so chosen.)
Each subinterval contains nT lines with their line centers at fre-
quencies vi (i = 1,2,...nk). Thus the transmissivity at frequency v
due to these lines is
n'F_/_TI- 1 I I exp[-k( , i)u]d i(3.5.2)SnT i":
where k(v,vi) is the absorption coefficient and u is the amount of
absorbing gas per unit area (optical mass). The rotational lines are
assumed to occur at random within each subintervals. As pointed out
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by Wyatt et al. (1962), the transmissivity calculated using Eq. (3.5.2)
applies at any particular frequency. However, since Eq. (3.5.2) cor-
responds to the average of all permutations of the positions of the
spectral lines in $T, then the transmissivity maybe assumedto be
representative of the transmissivity of the whole interval ST, i.e.,
it maybe called the "average transmissivity" for ST" A difficulty
arises in evaluating Eq. (3.5.2) due to the large numberof lines in
a particular band. Wyatt et al, suggest dividing the lines in each
5T into subgroups by intensity decades. The average intensities of
the lines in each decade are used in the calculations of the trans-
missi_ities. Thus
m_l F Ini 17T(v) = e E-ki(v,vi)uldv (3-7.3)
m
where m is the number of intensity decades and nT = >] ni is the total
i=l
number of lines in 5 T. Now the transmissivity at v will naturally be
influenced by the wings of lines outside. The wing transmissi_ities
7 i are calculated assuming a random distribution for the spectral lines
in the intervals 5i. Thus the total transm_ssivity at v is the product
of all the transmissivities since a random distribution is being con-
sidered, i.e.,
00
7(v) -- I I 7j( )
d=.l_
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where yj(v) is the transmissivity at v due to the nj lines in the in-
terval _j.
Wyatt et at. (1962), have given analytic expressions for the
transmissivities due to the direct and wing contributions for the
Lorentz line shape. Assuming a Lorentz line shape then_
7T(v ) _ Z /exp - _ u dvT (3.5.5)
%T _ (v-vT)2+%2
Now let
p = 2C_L,,/_,
= 2y/$
c = 2z,/_
(3._.6)
y = VT-'V o - 1/2 6
z = v-v o - 1/2
where the frequency interval is [Vo,Vo+$]. Thus Eq. (3.5.5) may now
be written
+i I T+P211 J1 exp p2_ d'q (3.5.7)7T(_) -- _ (___)
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If the assumption is made that the interval 8T is large compared to
2 2
the half-widths of the lines, i.e. (e-q) >>p , then Eq. (3.5-7) may be
easily integrated to give the transmissivity contribution due to the
wings, i.e.,
7T(V)
--'(3o5o8)
- i n.1/2 A1/2_er__A1/2_ er#A1/ql
L - jj
where A = p2_ T. For the direct contribution to 7T(I_), if the fre-
quency is taken at the center of the interval then
where
= expI- _P_](sT)j
(3 ..5.]_o)
O0
p_ exp _ I + In+ n
n=l
= 2 tan-lp and In denotes the Besse! function of imaginary argument
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and order n.
A similar procedure to the above may be developed for the Doppler
line shape. The transmissivity for this line shape is given by
7T(v) lJ2  vvTl2 n i exp STU(_n 2) exp _ dv_
_D_172 _D
(3.5.11)
Now let
1 6
y = VT-V O -
= 2y/5
P
1/2
where the frequency interval is [Vo,Vo+5] , and Eq. (3.5.11) becomes
+i I- T exp -_ p_2)]
i F exp _ d_
U_l
(3.5.13)
Unfortunately no analytic value for this integral appears to be avail-
able. As noted in Section 3.4 the absorption coefficient evaluated
using the Doppler line shape falls off very rapidly with the distance
from the line center, the wings being given by the Lorentz formula.
Thus if the transmissivity due to the wings needs to be evaluated Eq.
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(3.5.8) would be satisfactory. The analytic expression for the trans-
missivity using the Lorentz line shape, Eq. (3-5.9), is a rather in-
volved expression involving infinite sums of Bessel functions of im-
aginary argument. Also Eq. (3.5.13) appears tohave no analytic solu-
tion. For the line profile involving collisional, Doppler, and natural
broadening, viz., Eq. (3.4.1) the expression becomes even more involved,
4f_ s--=- ]_ i exp koa u e dx dv T7_(v) _ _ -,_ a2+(__x)2
(3.5.14)
In view of the complexity of these three expressions for the trans-
missivity, it was decided to devise a numerical method for evaluating
them. Equations (3.5.7) and (3.5.13) may be evaluated numerically
using Legendre-Gauss quadrature. Unfortunately, due to the nature of
the integrands in both Eqs. (3.5.7) and (3.5.13), it is necessary to
divide the interval into subintervals and then to apply the quadrature
formula in each subinterval. Seven subintervals were chosen and spaced
as follows,
0.0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.i, 0.5, 1.0 (3.5.7)
The seven-point quadrature formula applied to Eq. (3.5.7) using
the above subintervals gave exactly the same values as given by Wyatt
et al. (1962), who used Eq. (3.5.10).
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Unfortunately, no tabulations for Eq. (3.5.13) have been located.
However, since the difference between the 7-, 15-, and 32-point quadra-
ture formulae is so small as to be of probably no practical signif-
icance for this work, the 7-point formula should prove satisfactory.
In the case of Eq. (3.5.13) P is constant (relating to Doppler broaden-
ing) once _ has been set, unlike the D in Eq. (3.5o7)(relating to
Lorentz broadening) which varies with pressure. Equation (3.5.14) may
be evaluated using the numerical technique outlined above, except that
the absorption coefficient cannot be evaluated as easily as in Eqs.
(3.5.7) and (3.5.13)o The techniques discussed in Eqs. (3.4.6) and
(3.4.7) would have to be used.
One disadvantage of the quasirandom model is that it underesti-
mates the transmissivity of the Q-branches. There are two reasons for
this. The lines of a Q-branch are grouped close together and are
neither uniformly nor randomly distributed over the averaging inter-
val. This will cause the transmissivity to be underestimated (or the
absorbtivity to be overestimated). Also the lines of a Q-branch are
fairly evenly spaced. Thus the contributions due to the wings of the
lines will cause the transmissivity to be underestimated. This will
be pressure dependent decreasing in importance at low pressures.
3.6 APPROXIMATIONS USED IN SOLVING TH_ RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION
3.6.1 The Curtis-Godson Approximation
In the denser parts of the atmosphere where collisional broaden-
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ing is the most important broadening mechanism then the Lorentz formula
gives the appropriate line shape. The absorption coefficient associ-
ated with this line shape is
kv = SO_L i7-( V-Vo )2- r,2 (3.6.1)
where _L is the line half-width due to collisional broadening, S is the
integrated line intensity and vo the frequency of the line center. Col-
lisional broadening has been discussed at some length in Section 3.4.2.
As noted in that section _L depends on both the pressure and tempera-
ture, viz.,
oc r, : L (3.6.2)Po
It is evident that for an atmospheric layer where pressure and tempera-
ture vary over the layer the absorption coefficient cannot be evaluated
using Eq. (3.6.1). In practice sufficiently thin layers must be con-
sidered over which pressure _n_ temperature remain approximately con-
stant. However, Curtis (1952), and Godson (1953) proposed an approxi-
mate method for dealing with thicker layers. If the gas considered has
a constant mixing ratio, e.g., carbon dioxide, then the absorption co-
efficient may be evaluated for the layer using Eq. (3.6.1) with a mean
pressure p used in Eq. (3.6.2) to derive a mean line half-width _L"
This a_roximation__ b_c_m__ _ _xa_t_ for _ _o-_a_d _nica-_ayer and
I
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_ ° _
thln-layer cases.
The thin-and thick-layer approximations are relatively simple to
derive. The mean absorption for a single line over some interval Av
may be written.
J-.l It'" iiI = __l - exp iv I dv (3.6.3)AV ul
where u is the amount of absorbing gas per unit area.
for k v from Eq° (3.6.1) gives
Substituting
Av I I___-= so_,=.1-1
(3.6.4)
Expanding the exponential term in the integrand of Eq. (3.6.3) gives
"[' .)".)ill l_ k v du - _7. k v +.. dvAv
=co U i
If the absorption is small, as in the thin-layer case,
_oo ]U 2i__ k v du d v
Av
-oo tl i
]u.I- I u=i k v dv du - i S du
Av Av
Ul -oo Ul
(3.6.5)
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where S is the line intensity. S is generally given in cm -I (atm cm) -I
for a particular temperature. If an isothermal layer is considered
then Eq. (3.6.5) becomes
~ 1 S(u2-uz) (3.6.6)
Av
For a sufficiently thick layer of absorbing gas complete absorp-
tion will occur near the line center and thus increasing the thickness
of the layer will only increase the absorption in the wings of the
line. In this case then (v-vo) e > _L 2 since only wings are being con-
sidered and thus _L 2 can be neglected in the denominator of Eq. (3.6.1).
Using Eq. (3.6°4) the average absorption for the thick-layer case can
now be written,
dv (3.6.7)
Letting (V-Vo) : z, Eq. (3.6.5) becomes
i w i (3.6.8)
where
C I U2! s_L du
Ul
Writir_ _ in the form
6o
<o e_C/z2)
-_ ! (1 - dz +
Av S z)(i e -c/z2) d
0
putting z = l/y, and integrating by parts, it is easy to show that
- Av Av
<fu2 du_i/2Av
(3.6.9)
For a homogeneous layer Eq. (3.6.9) reduces to
~ 2 (S(u2_u_)_O1/2 (3.6.1o)
Av
This approximation for T is sometimes called the "opaque line center
approximation." The Curtis-Godson approximation hinges on choosing
a mean _L, say _L, in Eq. (3.6.10) such that the _'s evaluated from
Eqs. (3.6.9) and (3.6.10) are equal. It is also desirable to have the
Curtis-Godson approximation valid for the thin-layer case. Then
U2S(u2-ul)_L = SOLL du
ul
(3.6.11)
consequently
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7 U2s_ L du
E1
s(_-u_)
/U2s_ L du
Ul
U2s du
Ul
(3.6.12)
using Eqs. (3.6.5) and (3.6.6). If a fairly thin layer is chosen then
it may be assumed to be isothermal. Now
Po
where c_ oL is the line half-width at some standard pressure Po and
standard temperature To. Therefore Eq. (3.6.12) becomes
fU_ fu
p du %__ du
-- LI! Lll
P -- u2 -- (u2-u_) (3.6.13)
uf_ du
since the layer (ue,ul) is isothermal. If a constant mixing ratio is
assumed, as is true for carbon dioxide in the earth's atmosphere,
t_hen u = rp where r is a constant. Hence Eq. (3.6.13) now becomes
= PI+P2 (3.6.14)
2
Euqations (3.6.13) and (3.6.14) are true in the limiting cases of thin
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layers and thick layers, but are only approximate between these two
cases.
The accuracy of the Curtis-Godson approximation has been checked
by Godson(1953, 1955) and Kaplan (1959) for transmissivity and flux
calculations and by Walshawand Rodgers (1962) for heating-rate cal-
culations. It has been found reasonably satisfactory for trans-
missivities and Walshawand Rodgers state that Lt is satisfactory for
heating-rate calculations involving carbon dioxide.
In this study the Curtis-Godson approximation is used, since the
Walshaw and Rodgers check seem satisfactory. It will be used in the
form given by Eq. (3.6.14), care being taken that the temperature varia-
tions over the layer considered are kept reasonably small.
5.6.2 Approximate Methods for Performing the Angular Integration
in the Flux Equation
As discussed in Section 3.1 the determination of the upward and
downward fluxes requires an integration over frequency, angle, and
optical thickness. For example,
+i
F+(7) = 2_ fE(v,Tg) f 7v(Tg,T)_ d_ dv
V o
(3.6.15)
f fTg f+l2_ E(v,Tt) _Tv(t,_)
_t _ d_ dt dv
V T O
Using a model for an absorption band, such as the quasirandom model
(cf., 3.5.2), makes the integration over frequency relatively simple.
This is because the transmissivity obtained from such a model is an
average transmissivity for a finite frequency interval. It would be
convenient if the angular integration occurring in Eq. (3.6.15) could
be disposed of, once and for all. The astrophsicists in their work
perform the angular integration using Gaussian quadrature.
Consider only the parts of Eq. (3.6.15) involving angular in-
tegration, viz.,
p +i -t/_
2 Jo e _d_
where t has been written for (Tg-T) or (t-T) as the case may be.
introducing y = 2_-I,
By
+l
2 $ e-t/_ _ dk =
o
__l+le-t/(i/2(y+l)) y+___lldy2
(3.6.16)
Legendre-Gauss quadrature may now be applied to Eq. (3.6.16) to give
n
r</ tAe-t (l/2(y+l)) y+l dy "- _i e- 1/2(yi+l))
d-1 7 /' 2i=l
(3.6. L7)
n
_H i e-t/zi zi
i=l
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where H. are tlhe appropriate weights and zi = (yi+l)/2 with Yi the
i
Gaussian abscissae.
It would be more convenient if an average value for i/U, say _,
could be determined suclh that
(t, (3.6.18)2 e _ d_ =: 7v T)_
o
where
-(t-T)_
yv(t,T)_ = e
Now
+i
e-(t-_)/_ _ d_ =
0
where Ei3 is the third exponential integral (cfo, 3.1). Roberts (1930)
noting the similarity between 2Eis and an exponential suggested using
= 3/2° Elsasser (1942) evaluating transmissivities using his band
model found that _ : 5/3 (or 1.66) appeared to give the best results.
The value _ = 5/3 is the value generally quoted in the literature.
If { is determined from the transcendental equation
2Ei3 (t) = e-t_
tlhen { ranges from i to 2 for t varying from zero to infinity. It is
possible using least squares to determine a suitable _, i.e., one which
minimizes
or makes
_ )2 dt(2Ei3 (t)-e -t_
o
_--_ (2Eis(t)-e-t{) 2 dt = 0 (3.6.19)
o
After somemanipulation Eq. (3.6.19) reduces to
24(l+_)in(l+_)+ 3_3 - 13_2 - 24_ = 0 (3.6.2o)
The value of { obtained by solving Eq. (3.6.20) is 1.543. However,
it is dangerous to use this value of { as the effective value in Eq.
(3.6.18) since, if a molecular band model is used, a mean transmissivity
for a finite interval is used for yw(t,T). This mean transmissivity
has already involved an integration of e-(t-T)/_ over frequency, viz.,
1 _ (t-_)/_- e- dv
It would be desirable to compare these approximations experimentally.
The method using Gaussian quadrature should be the most accurate. Thus
in Section 4.1.2, a quantity proportional to the flux emitted by a slab
to space is evaluated for various pressures and optical masses using 4-
and 2-point Gaussian quadrature as well as for _ = 1.54 and 1.66.
4. EVALUATIONOFTHECOOLINGRATESIN THESTRATOSPHERE
ANDMESOSPHEREDUETOCARBONDIOXIDE
4.1 TRANSMISSIVITYDETERMINATIONUSINGTHEQUASIRANDOMMODEL
4.1.1 Transmissivity Determination and Comparisonwith Experimental
Measurements
The quasirandommodel was discussed in somedetail in Section
3.5.2. This section deals with the practical evaluation of the trans-
missivities and the comparison with laboratory measurements.
The interval, over which the average transmissivity was evaluated,
was chosen as 5 cm-l. This gave 70 intervals covering the region of
interest, 505 to 855 em-I This choice of interval gives a reasonable
resolution without involving excessive-_omputing time.
The line intensities and positions were computedusing the pro-
cedure described in Appendix B. These results were punched on cards
which were then used as the data for a program which,
(1)
(2)
(3)
-i
scanned across the spectrum of lines, dividing it into 5 cm
intervals;
grouped the lines in each inter_al into 5 intensity sub-
groups; and
evaluated the mean intensity and counted the number of lines
in each subgroup.
This procedure was carried out for the six temperatures for which the
line intensities were evaluated, and again, only shifting the measure-
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ment grid by 2.5 cm -I (staggered grid These results were also punched
on cards to provide an input for the transmissivity program.
The transmissivities were calculated using the procedures outlined
in Section 3.5.2° Since computations were available for only six tem-
peratures, viz., 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, and 300°K, it was necessary
to place the temperature at which the transmissivity was to be evaluated
into one of six groups defined by, 162.5 to 187.5, 187.5 to 212.5, 212.5
to 237_5, 237.5 to 262°5, 262.5 to 287°5, and 287.5 to 312.5. The line
profile used in the transmissivity calculations were chosen according
to the procedure given in Section 3.4°7.
Wyatt et al. (1962) used the Benedict modification of the Lorentz
line shape in the great majority of their calculations (cf., 3.4.2).
Some of the transmissivities were calculated using this modification
for the wings° It gives an exponential die-away for the wings and only
applies at distances exceeding 2.5 cm -I from the line center°
Most of the experimental results give absorptivities rather than
transmissivities, and usually the total absorption for the band. The
transmissivities calculated above are average transmissivities over a
5-cm -I interval. Thus it is easy to calculate the integrated trans-
missivity or absorptivity for the band to compare with other calcula-
tions and experimental measurements°
The experimental measurements made at Ohio State University and
recently published by Burch et al. (1962a,b) are compared with the
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theoretical calculations. Yamamoto and Sasamori (1958) have also
carried out calculations of the integrated absorptivity for the 15-
micron carbon dioxide bands using a fairly detailed calculation scheme
w_ich would be rather difficult to adapt for machine computation.
Figure 2 displays the results of the calculation and the meas-
urememts of Butch et ai. (1962b). Butch et al. (1962b) used a wide
slit in their measurements since they were interested in obtaining
the integrated absorptivity for the whole band and for fairly large
sections of the band. The calculations are presented in the form of
a histogram since the calculated transmissivities are average values
for an interval, in this case 5 cm-l. Use of the quasirandom model
apparently underestimates the transmissivities for the Q-branches. At
low pressures the model appears to underestimate the transmissivity
for the whole band as shown in Figure 2(C)o However, at pressures as
low as this, the experimental error becomes greatest° Table VII pre-
sents values for jAv dv calculated using the quasirandom model and
taken from the experimental results of Burch et al. (1962b). A v is
the absorptivity. The integration extends from 545 to 855 cm -I.
Wyatt et al. (1962) have suggested computing the transmissivities
using the staggered and unstaggered grids, then taking a running mean
of both sets of values. This should give improved accuracy only if
tae transmissivity for a small interval were desired but should have
very little effect on fAv dr. This was verified by calculation.
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TABLEVll
COMPARISON BETWEEN VALUES OF /Av_v CALCULATED USING THE QUASIRANDOM
MODEL, AND EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED BY BURCH E__TA__L.(1962b)
Pressure Temperature Optical Mass
(mb) (°C) (atm cm)
lArdY (cm -1)
Experimental Theoretical
0.52o 26.5 0.58 3.37 5.8o
1.386 27 1.53 8.86 10.07
5.025 27 5.56 21.7 26.71
8.377 27 9.20 32.6 39.34
20.793 27 5.73 34.6 43.29
40.254 27 5.73 45.8 53.95
84.772 27 5.73 54.7 67.33
207.93 27 5.73 69.5 83.62
405.20 27 5.73 81.9 93.98
lO22.3 27 5.73 95.3 103.86
Figure 3 displays fay dv vs. the optical mass (in atm em) for
pressuresof i atm and 0.2 atm. In this figure the results of this
calculation, the calculation of Yamamoto and Sasamori (1958) and
the experimental measurements of Burch et al. (1962b) are presented.
It is evident that Yamamoto and Sasomori's calculations agree best
with the experimental results. Also the results given by Wyatt et al.
(1962) agree more closely with the experimental results than this
calculation does. In boch these calculations the strength of the sec-
ond strongest band (cf., Appendix B) is taken as 16.6 cm -I (atm cm) -I
while Madden (1961) gives 30 cm -I (atm cm) -I for this band. Madden's
value was used in the present calculations.
The Benedict modification of the Lorentz formula for the wings
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will increase the transmissivity slightly or decrease the absorbitivity
a little. On testing this modification of the Lorentz formula, it was
found that it only reduced the integrated absorbtivity fAv dv by be-
tween i and 2 percent. This is inconsequential.
It is disappointing that the calculated transmissivities are not
closer to the experimental values. It would be possible, but not very
satisfying, to apply an empirical correction to the transmissivities
calculated for the Q-branches. If the frequency interval over which
the average transmissivity is determined using the quasirandom model
(in this case 5 cm-l) were reduced to, say, i cm -I, then a correspond-
ing increase in accuracy should be evident. Unfortunately, this would
increase the computing time considerably. Since this study is essen-
tially a pilot investigation, it was felt that this could be inves-
tigated later and the transmissivities calculated using the 5 cm -I in-
tervals accepted, realizing their limitations.
4.1.2 Test of Approximate Methods for Performing the Angular
Integration in the Flux Equation
The theoretical bases for the various approximate methods for per-
forming the angular integration in the flux equation were discussed in
Section 3.6.2.
The equation for the upward directed flux may be written (cf.,
Section 3.1)
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jfs(v,mg) f+l
: V JO 7v(mg,_)_ d_ dv
T +i
_t p dp dt dv
v Tg 0
If only a slab (Tl_m2) is eonsidered_ then the upward directed
flux at <i due to the slab (TI_T2) where TI<T2 iS given by_
ml +l
F+*(T1) = 2_ 2_ E(v,T t) _ _v(t,T1) b d_ dt dv
_t
v T 2 0
If it is assumed that a mean value of E can be used for the slab
(Tz,T2) and also that E does not vary much with frequency then
T1 +l
F+ (TI) = 2_ _ J _Tv(t'TI) p dp dt dv
_t
I; T 2 O
+I
2_'E" ,./'_d/'_ (Tv(Tz, Tz) - Yv
v o
T2,TI))_ d_ dv
= _E - 2 7v(T2,TI)b d dv
0
(4.1.1)
2 o_ e -('r2-Tz)/IJ" IJ. d
d'v
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Now let
V __ 0
I is proportional to the flux emitted by the slab to space. The
angular integration in Eq. (4.1.2) was performed using 4- and 2-point
Gaussian quadrature as well as for _ = 1.543 and 1.66. The frequency
integration was from 577-5 to 757-5 cm -I, since the transmissivities
from 507.5 to 577.5 cm -I and from 757-5 to 852.5 cm -I were unity in
all thecases considered. Table VIII lists the values of I* obtained
using Eq. (4.1.2).
TABLE VIII
VALUES OF I* OBTAINED USING VARIOUS APPROXIMATIONS
FOR THE ANGULAR INTEGRATION
(I* is in cm-I sterad and the temperature is 175°K)
Gaussian
4-point 2-point
= 1.543 _ = 1.66
P = i013 mb
101.92 102.45 100.26 lO1.78
U = 25.0 atm cm
P = 1013 mb
4.01 4.11 3-33 3-57
U = 0.02 atm cm
P = 20 mb
11.22 11.33 10.54 10.93
U = 0.6 atm em
It is evident from Table VIII that there is very little difference
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between the 2- and 4-point Gaussian. _ = 1.66 gives results closer
to the 2- and 4-point Gaussian values than _ = 1.543, thus confirming
Elsasser's (1942) assertions. In this study the 2-point Gaussian
quadrature formula is used to obtain acceptable accuracy with minimum
computing.
4.1.3 Test of the Validity of Using the Lorentz Line Shape at
Pressures Lower than 20 mb
Plass and Fivel (1953) discussed the possibility of using the
Lorentz line shape up to heights of 50 km (approximately 0.8 mb).
They were able to show that for very strong lines the radiative trans-
fer would be the same as calcu_ted using the Lorentz line shape up
to 50 km. The reason is that for a strong line only the transfer in
the wings is important. As shown in Eqs. (3.4.6) and (3.4.7) the wings
are described by the Lorentz shape for all pressures. Also for weak
lines they found the l_rentz line shape was satisfactory up to 50 km.
This is because the total emission of a weak line determines the ra-
diation loss. However, for lines of intermediate strength they note
thst Doppler effects must be considered. Lines of intermediate strength
are very important for radiative transfer. It was decided to test the
possibility of using the Lorentz line shape at pressures lower than
20 mb (approximately 26.5 km).
Now, as shown in Eq. (4.1.2) the quantity I* is proportional to
the upward flux from the slab (TI,T2). This is a convenient quantity
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to use in the test of the approximation. Table IX shows the result
of the calculation I*
• was determined using 2-point G_ussian quadra-
ture for the angular integration.
TABLE IX
COMPARISON BETWEEN I* EVALUATED USING THE LORENTZ LINE SHAPE
AND THE LORENTZ BROADENED DOPPLER LINE SHAPE (THE MIXED LINE
SHAPE) AT PRESSURES BELOW 20 MB
Pressure Height Temperature
(mb) (km) (°K)
Optical Mass I* (cm -I sterad)
_c_)a_ Lorentz Mixed
20 26.6 275 0.6 18.72 20.78
i0 31.2 250 1.5 19.96 21.80
5 36. 250 0.75 10.84 12.70
2.5 41. 250 0.375 5.68 7.67
1.25 46.4 250 0.188 2.92 5.08
O.625 52. 25O O.O938 1.48 3.88
0.315 57.5 250 0.0469 0.60 3.50
The transmissivities for the mixed line shape were evaluated using the
procedure outlined in Section 3.4.7.
It is easy to see from Table IX that using the Lorentz line pro-
file introduces considerable error when applied to a whole band at
pressures lower than 20 mb. In this study, for pressures lower than
20 mb, the mixed line shape is used according to the procedure of Sec-
tion 3.4.7. Actually, as seen in Section 3.4.6, Doppler effects begin
to be felt as low as 30 mb, but the error involved in neglecting them
from 30 to 20 mb is reasonably small.
8o
4.2 EVALUATIONOFTHESOURCEFUNCTIONFORVIBRATIONALLYRELAXING
CARBONDIOXIDE
In section 3.3 the radiative transfer equation for a vibrationally
relaxing gas was discussed andan integral equation was derived for the
source function, viz.,
v'' +l
J(V,T) =C_(T)E(v,T)+_(T)_ kv/ I(V,TO,+B)e-(T°-T)/bd_dv
o
(4.2.1)
To_Vt T
#(T) k v J(v,t)Eim(It-T l)dw dt
O
As noted in Section 3.3, J(V,T) is a slowly varying function with fre-
quency and it may be assumed to be approximately constant for the band.
Also, as is evident from Eq. (4.2.1) J(V,T) is isotropic. Using these
two facts Eq. (4.2.1) may now be written.
Y(T)
_(T)E(T)+_(T)
W'' +l
k v / I(v,To,+b)e -(TO-T)/_ d_ dv
0
(4.2.2)
TO _ vt
Y(t) kv Eil(It-TI)dv dt
o
where _(T) and E(T) are average values of J(V,T) and E(V,T) for the
band.
Now k v is given by the Doppler formula at the heights where
vibrational relaxation must be considered. The wings of the lines are
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given by the Lorentz formula, but due to the low pressures the wing
effects can be neglected to a reasonably good approximation. Thus,
= -- -- exp £n (4.2.3)
_D _D2
which is the equation appropriate for a normal distribution° It is
well known that as the standard deviation of a normal distribution
tends to zero, then the normal distribution may be represented by a
Dirac delta function, 5(x), which has the very useful properties,
OO
f S(x) dx = 1
OO
f _(X-Xo)f(x)dx -- f(_)
--OO
-4 -I
The Doppler line half-width is quite small, around 5.6 x i0 cm and
OO
I F dv
-- k vS d
= 1
Therefore we may write to a good approximation,
k v = SS(V-VO)
In other words,at very low pressures the individual rotational lines
of the band, including even the Q-branch, may be considered as separate
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and nonoverlapping o
Equation (4.2°2) may nowbe written
Y(T)
j:l -_ _ o
+ _(<)
m
_ _°7(t) s8 _('_'-_,j)Si_( ]t-T I )dr dt
d
o j=l -_
m
j=l
I(V,T O,+_)e-(TO-T)/_d
(4.2.4)
vj
m
p(T) 7(t) sj iz(! t-_! dt v
0 n=l = vj
I(Vj,To,+b) can be evalmated rather easily using Eq. (3.1.2a). It
has to be only evaluated for the frequencies of the line centers and
for the 15-micron fundamental.* The level <orresponding to ro was
taken as around 65 km. A program was written to perform this calcula-
tion. Account was taken of the wing effects due to neighbouring lines
at the higher pressures. To perform the angular integration in Eq.
*It was noted in Section 3.2 that at levels where vibrational relaxation
must be considered the optical mass of C02 has become so small that
only the 15-micron band will have much influence on the radiative trans-
fer.
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(4.2.4), 4-point Gaussian quadrature was used. Thus l(vj,mo,+_) has
to be evaluated for four angles° Not unexpectedly, it turned out that
for the strong lines, I(Vj,To,+_) was given by the black-body specific
intensity°
Now Eq. (4.2.4) can be written,
SToJ(m) = g(m) + _(m) K(t,m)_(t)dt (4.2.5)
O
This is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, which is
inherently simpler to solve than if it were of the first or third
kind. The simplest method of solution is to use a quadrature method
for evaluating the integral term. Thus,
n m
___ _ ti
- j J
J(tk) = g(tk)-_(tk) _(tk) Sj Ell(It -tkl)dt
i=l ti_l j=l
(4.2.6)
where tn refers to the top of the atmosphere and to to the level To .
if J(tk) is assumed constant over the intervals (ti,zi_l) , then
n t: m
i:l -i j=l
n m "
Eil( itJ-tJl )dt j
i:l j:l t_ 1
(4.2.7)
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It is easy to show by integration by parts that
b
_ Eii(x)dx = _Eil(b) a Eii(a))-(e -b -a- -e )
a
Thus Eq. (4.2.7) now becomes
n m
_,_(t i) _,SjI(t_-tkJ)Eil(It_-tkJl)
i=l j:i
- (t__l-tJ)Eil(It__l-tJ])-exp(-Iti-tkl)JJ (4.2.8)
exp(- I ti_l-tk I ) =
n
- _bki 7(t i)
i=l
Equation (4.2.6) may now be written
n
7(tk) : g(tk)+_(tk) _bki Y(ti)
i=l
(4.2.9)
It is convenient to take tk as the optical thickness (tk+tk_l)/2.
Eq. (4.2.9) may be expressed as
Now
 kih-. _g(t_L )
i #_t-_)J(ti = #(tk )
i=l
(4.2.1o)
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This is a, set of n simultaneous equations in the n unknowns J(ti).
These equations may be written
Ax : c (4.2.11)
where A is the matrix [Ski] with aki : bki-Ski/_(tk), x is the vector
[_(ti)] and _ is the vector [-g(tk)/8(tk)].
It turns out that the matrix A has a rather special form. A is
a diagonally dominant matrix. It thus has a unique inverse and con-
sequently Eq. (4.2.11) has a unique solution.
It was noted in Section 3.2 that the vibrational relaxation time
for C02-air mixtures probably lies between l0 -5 and 10-6sec at 1 atm.
The source function J was evaluated for the region 65 to lO0 km using
relaxation times of l0 -5 and 10-6sec at 1 atm. The U.S. Standard At-
mosphere (1962) was used for this region. The relaxation times were
assumed to be independent of temperature for the range of values en-
countered in the atmosphere. The region from 65 to 100 kmwas divided
into 17 layers each approximately 2 kmthick. Equation (4.2.11) there-
fore consisted of 17 simultaneous linear equations in 17 unknowns.
They were solved on a digital computer using a Gauss-Jordan elimination
technique.
A convenient way to represent the results is to plot J/E vs.
pressure. _ is the source function calculated using the procedure
outlined above and E the mean black-body specific intensity for the
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layer. Figure 4 displays the results of this calculation as well as
those obtained by Curtis and Goody (1956). In their calculation,
Curtis and Goody used line strenths and temperatures which were dif-
ferent from those used in this study. They also used an essentially
different method. Nevertheless there is fair agreement between the
Curtis and Goody curve and the one obtained using a relaxation time of
lO-6sec. The results obtained with a relaxation time of lO-5sec are
similar to those of Curtis and Goody but displaced to higher pressures.
Both the relaxation time and the radiative lifetime of the COe mol-
ecule need to be known as accurately as possible so that the source
function may be accurately computed.
The results obtained in this study indicate that vibrational re-
laxation must be taken into account in radiative transfer calculations
somewhere between 60 and 75 km.
The source function was also evaluated for a warm mesosphere
such as is observed over Fort Churchill during winter. The tempera-
ture profile for this case is shown in Figure 5. A relaxation time of
10 -5 sec was used. For this situation the ratio _/_ is very little
different from that evaluated for the standard atmosphere except for
pressures below 2 dynes cm -2.
Table X presents a comparison between J/E and @/(@+_) for selected
levels.
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TABLE X
COMPARISON BETWEEN 7_ AND @l@+k) FOR THE
U. S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (1962)
(_ and T are the average pressures and temperatures for 2-km layers)
P(dynes cm -2) T(°K) _i atm) : 10 -5 see _i atm) : 10 -6 sec
6.857 (1) 224 .74 .74 .97 -97
3.498 (i) 205 -59 -59 .94 .94
I. 785 (i) 192 .44 .42 .88 .88
9.103 181 .29 .27 .80 .80
4.645 181 .19 .16 .68 .66
2.370 181 .12 .088 •55 .50
i. 210 183 •077 .047 .41 .34
6.17.2 (-i) 197 .045 .024 .27 .20
3.149 (-I) 209 .027 .013 .17 .ii
N
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2.2) is _(T)E(T) where
=
The results presented in Table X clearly show that this is the domin-
ant term in Eq. (4.2.2) with the remaining terms becoming of signif-
tions which have been used in deriving the above results.
The matrix A in Eq. (4.2.11) is very strongly diagonally domin-
ant. The diagonal term for the first few rows is, in fact, about
three orders of magnitude greater than the next largest element in the
same row. The nondiagonal elements are the bki defined in Eq. (4.2.$).
i _bU_Geu W_bllTracing back to Eq (4._.I), the bki are ±ormeu to be ........ _ ....
9o
fTO_v,V''k v J(v.t)Eiz(]t-T[) dv dt
O
T O _/VVvVv i
T(t) k v _,i_(It-_l) dv dt
O
The integration over frequency was performed by assuming that k v could
be represented by theDirac delta function.
A rough calculation showed that the integral was overestimated for
strong lines, approximately correct for intermediate strength lines
(10-1-10 -2 cm -I (atm cm) -I) and slightly underestimated for weak lines.
However it would take a considerable error in the bki to influence
the large diagonal terms. A similar statement applies to the bii in
the diagonal elements. The diagonal dominance of A is the most im-
portant facet of the problem.
The remaining term to be considered is -g(tk)/_(tk). Now
V I !
IB(tk) - _B(T) +- kv o
+i
l(v,To,+_)e -(T°-T)/I_ d_ dv
(4.2.12)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2.12) can be accurately
evaulated. It is of the order of the diagonal elements of A, about
10 4 at 65 km decreasing in value with increasing height. The delta
function approximation was used to evaluate the second term. Again
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a rough calculation showsthat the integral is overestimated for
strong lines, approximately correct for intermediate strength lines
and slightly underestimated for weak lines. The errors would be most
important at lower pressures; at higher pressures the first term is
larger than the second term by about an order of magnitude.
It is difficult to arrive at an accurate estimate for the errors
introduced by the above method for determining the source function.
The above discussion serves to point in what direction the errors lie.
The difficulty in comparing these results with those of Curtis and
Goody (1956) is that they use a somewhatdifferent method. Essentially
they compute the cooling rates and then use these values to determine
the source function.
To sumup, it appears from the results presented here that vibra-
tional relaxation becomesof importance between 60 and 75 km. The
lack of accurate values for the relaxation time and, to a lesser ex-
tent, the radiative lifetime for C02-air mixtures makes it difficult
to accurately compute the source function.
4.3 FLUXDETERMINATION
The equations neededfor the flux determination were discussed
in Section 3.1o They are
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-L4-\ g I
+l
V 0
(4.3.1a)
Tg p+l _(t,_)
- 2X J(v,t)j _t _ d_ dt dv
_,' T O
F_(_) f fro f+l _TV(T,t)
= - 2_ J(v,t) _t # d# dt dv
O o
(4.3.1b)
It is convenient to change from the optical thickness t, to the optical
mass v. Equation (4.3.1.) may now be written as
F+(uj)
+i
= 2_fE(V,Uo) f 7v(Uo, uj)# d_ dv
_ O
(4.3.2a)
u o f +i2_ J(_,v) ;_v(v,uj) _ d_ dv dv
_v
v uj o
F(uj) ujj ( _ +l
_v # d_ dv dv
_u_ o (4.3.2b)
where uo corresponds to Tg and u n to 7o. Remembering that the trans-
missivities are average values over finite intervals then Eq. (4.3.2)
may be readily evaluated by dividing the atmosphere into layers. The
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angular integration may be performed using Gaussian quadrature.
Eq. (4.3.2) becomes,
Then
F+(uj)
= g L___IHg J(Vk,U o ,uj) _L
(4.3.3a)
j-i
I
1 i=o J(Vk,Ui+l) (Tvk(Ui+l,U j )-Fvk(U i ,Uo ))_ ___
F(uj)
__-i_ _:o (Tv_(uj'ui+l)
(4.3.3b)
where H I and q_ are the Gaussian weights and abscissae, respectively.
The optical masses and transmissivities are readily determined once
the atmospheric model has been chosen. The carbon dioxide concentra-
there is some variation in the carbon dioxide concentration in the
troposphere, but stratospheric and mesosDheric concentrations prob-
ably remain more constant than tropospheric concentrations.
The division of the atmosphere into layers poses some problems.
It would be desirable to make the layers as thin as possible so that
they would be more homogeneous. This introduces two difficulties.
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First, the computing time for the transmissivities becomes excessive,
and second, transmissivities for thick layers are required for the
evaluation of the fluxes using Eq. (4.3.3). This is because the multi-
plication together of the transmissivities for the thin layers can
introduce round-off error.
The atmosphere was divided into 24 layers. Fairly thick layers,
8 in all, were chosen up to I0 mb. The remaining 16 slabs were ob-
tained by dividing the previous pressure by 2. This gives layers about
3 to 4km thick.
The upward and downward directed fluxes were computed for the
U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1962). The source functions above 60 km
were obtained using the method discussed in Section 4.2. The fluxes
were evaluated for the frequency interval 507.5 to 852.5 cm -I. Figure
6 displays the results of this calculation. These results agree reason-
ably well in shape with those given by Plass (1956b). It should be
noted that the curves show very little change in slope at pressures
lower than about .3 mb (around 55 km). This point will be taken up
in the next section.
4.4 COOLING RATE CALCULATIONS
The cooling (or heating) rate may be expressed in terms of the
flux divergence
dT = 1 dF( ) (4.4.1)
dt Cp p dz
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F(T) is the net flux at level T.
Eq. (4.4.1) becomes
Using the hydrostatic relation
dT : g dF(T) (4.4.2)
dt Cp dp
It is important to note that the evaluation of the cooling rate in-
volves a differentiation. This will be a numerical differentiation.
Unfortunately numerical differentiation can introduce appreciable
error (cf., Hildebrand, 1956). Integration is a smoothing process but
differentiation acts in the other direction accentuating any irreg-
ularities present in the data.
It is useful to estimate what change in flux will give a reason-
able cooling rate for a given pressure change. Table XI lists some
values obtained using the fluxes obtained in Section 4.3.
TABLE XI
AF AND F COMPUTED AT SEVERAL REPRESENTATIVE LEVELS (U. S. STANDARD
ATMOSPHERE (1962)) FOR A COOLING RATE OF I°K DAY "l
z p Ap F
(km) (dynes cm -2) (er_s cm -2 see -l ) AF for AT = I°K Day -l
4 .6 (6) .2 (6) .77524o (5) .}}8 (5)
20 .5 (5) .25 (5) .1202}5 (6) .299 (4)
35 .5 (4) .27 (4) ._52267(6) .299(3)
50 .625 (3) .313 (3) .163332 (6) .374 (2)
65 .781 (2) .391 (2) .167626 (6) .465 (1)
81 .489 (1) .245 (1) .168312 (6) .292
96 .306 (0) .153 .167751 (6) .182 (-1)
f_F
Jf
The Ap's correspond to 3 to 4 km thick layers. An examination of this
table shows that the flux must be known as accurately as possible.
The ratio AF/F is about 1.7 x 10 -5 for a i0 K°day -I cooling rate at
81 km, and about 2.8 x 10 -4 for the same cooling rate at 65 km. These
results imply considerable accuracy in the flux-evaluations.
At higher pressures, due to the greater value of Ap for a given
layer, AF/F becomes larger. For example at 35 km a AF/F of 9.8 x 10 -3
corresponds to a cooling rate of 5°K day -I for the 3 to 4 km thick
layer.
Table XII presents the cooling rates computed using the fluxes
determined in Section 4.3.
TABLE XII
COOLING RATES UP TO 30 KM FOR THE U. S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (1962)
OVER THE FREQUENCY RANGES 507. 5 TO 857.5 CM -l AND 630 TO 715 CM -l
z
(km)
1.89
4.07
6.96
i1.45
15.73
20. O2
24.35
30.31
p AT( °K Day- i)
(dynes cm -2) (507.5-857.5 cm -I) (630-715 cm -l)
.8 (6)
0.48 0.0z5
.6 (6)
o.44 o. 39
.4 (6)
0.4o o.o8
.2 (6)
O. 91 u. jo
.l (6)
2.O4 i.24
.5 (5)
4.26 3.15
.25(5)
5.54 4.6
.1 (5)
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The cooling rates are given for the whole spectral region under inves-
tigation, 507.5 to 857.5 cm -I and also for the region encompassing
the 15-micron fundamental, 630-715 cm -I.
Above 30 km the cooling rates become unrealistically large, for
example AT(507.5-857.5 cm -I) equals 60°K day -I around 50 km. At levels
above 30 km the 15-micron fundamental will be the most important con-
tributer to the infrared radiative transfer. By considering this band
alone some of the "noise" introduced by the much weaker bands will be
eliminated. Large cooling rates are still obtained with a maximum of
36°K day -I at 55 km. This value is probably much too large. The cool-
ing rate drops off rapidly above 60 km becoming almost zero around 70
km. Above 70 km a heating is indicated. This is probably spurious
due to the influence of low pressures on the cooling rate calculations.
Plass (1956b) gives cooling rates up to 70 km. His maximum cool-
ing rate is about 6°K day -I around 45 km. The values obtained in this
study and those of Plass agree reasonably well up to about 30 km.
Above 30 km the differences become more marked, Plass's maximum being
about 1/5 that obtained for the 15-micron fundamental in this calcula-
tion.
It is instructive to examine Plass's work in more detail. He
evaluated the fluxes using essentially the same method as used in Sec-
tion 4.3. Plass took laboratory measurements for the transmissivities
instead of calculated values as used in this study. An important dif-
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ference between the two procedures is that Plass used the Lorentz line
shape to 50 km. The mixed line shape was used above 25 km in this
calculation. In Section 4.1.3 it was noted that using the Lorentz
line shape above 30 km can introduce considerable error in flux cal-
culations, the fluxes being underestimated° Plass estimated the error
in the upward and downward fluxes to be around 3_ with the error for
the cooling rates about 30_ at 50 km becoming uncertain above 60 km.
This error for the cooling rate might be somewhat optimistic due to
the influence of Ap on cooling rate calculations at low pressures.
A .25_ error in the net flux at 50 km could correspond to a cooling
rate_ IO°K day -I. (cZ, Table XI)
The transmissivity determinations are the main source of error
in this calculation. The quasirandom model underestimates the trans-
missivity and unfortunately the flux calculations involve multiply-
ing the transmissivities together to obtain transmissivities for
thicker layers. Values for the transmissivities were only carried to
4 significant figures since the approximations used for the absorption
coefficient at pressures lower than 20 mb do not justify greater ac-
curacy. Much more accurate transmissivities are needed if fluxes ac-
curate enough for cooling rate calculations are to be obtained. The
logical solution is not to use a spectral band model but to integrate
directly across the band to obtain the fluxes.
If very thick layers are used the pressure change is large and
the error can be reduced. For example, the cooling rate was 8.4°K
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day -I for the region 25 to 85 km calculated for the 15-micron fundamen-
tal.
As noted in Section 3.3 Curtis and Goody (195 6 ) give an expression
for the cooling rate in terms of the source function, viz.,
dT _ 1.99 (J-E)
dt k
To use this expression it is necessary to know J as accurately as pos-
sible, particularly at the higher pressures. Table XIII presents the
cooling rates obtained using this method above 80 km.
TABLE XIII
COOLING RATES ABOVE 80 KM FOR U. S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (1962)
z p AT(°K Day -1 )
(km) (dynes cm -e) k(l atm) = 10-5 sec k(l atm) = 10 -6 see
80.5 9.103 22.8 64.8
82.5 6.50_ 17.6 58.7
84.5 4.645 13.4 47.9
86.5 3.318 9.5 45.O
88.0 2.370 7.2 37.9
90.0 1.693 5.4 30.2
91.5 1.210 4.2 26.8
93.5 8.640 (-i) 3.8 26.8
95.5 6.172 (-i) 3.2 24.4
97.5 4.409 (-i) 2.6 21.2
99.5 3.149 (-i) 2.2 18.3
The cooling rates below 80 km are very large and probably unrealistic.
Also the cooling rates corresponding to k( i atm) = 10-6se c are much
I Fll
larger than those for k(l atm)= 10-5see. The cooling rates are sen-
sitive to the accuracy of J. If J is 10g too low then the corrected
cooling rate at 80 km would be around 36°K day -I and a 203 error would
reduce the cooling rate to 12°K day -1 , both for k(l atm) = lO-6sec.
In calculations of the type used to derive the source function J, it
is probable that errors of this size could easily arise.
It is difficult to decide on reasonable cooling rates for the at-
mosphere in the vicinity of the mesopause. The mesopeak at 50 km
is situated at a temperature maximum. The temperature increases
rapidly above the mesopause as the thermosphere is entered. Energy
probably flows from these regions of higher temperature to the region
of minimum temperature at the mesopause. Chamberlain (1962) inves-
tigated the nature of the mesopause but only considered conduction of
energy from the thermosphere. His main conclusion was that 80 km
should be the level of the mesopause. He obtained cooling rates
roughly comparable to those obtained by Curtis and Goody (1956). Un-
fortunately, energy may be transported by other means than conduction.
Convection might be an important energy transporter from levels be-
low the mesopause. In this case larger cooling rates might be in
order:
To sum up, it is evident that very accurate calculations are
needed if reliable cooling rates are to be computed. It is possible
that someof the errors might cancel giving a false impression of ac-
curacy. Reasonable values for fluxes are not too dificult to obtain
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but the accuracy required for the computation of flux divergences is
muchmore difficult to achieve. Vibrational relaxation becomesof
importance between 60 and 75 km but the source function _ must be
evaluated very accurately if cooling rates are to be determined with
as little error as possible near the mesopause.
4.5 DISCUSSIONOFTHEPROBLEMOFCOOLINGRATEDETERMINATION
In Section 4.4 it is demonstrated that the problem of calculating
cooling rates in the stratosphere and mesosphere is difficult. As
noted in the Introduction (Section i) a knowledge of cooling rates is
very important if dynamical investigations of the stratosphere and
mesosphereare to progress beyond the most elementary stages. In this
section the cooling rate problem is examined rather generally.
If flux divergences could be measured in the atmosphere then an
important advance would be made. Unfortunately this is a very dif-
ficult problem. An experiment designed to measure flux divergences
would measurethe upward and downwardfluxes very accurately at two
atmospheric levels. The flux divergences would then be calculated in
the mannerused in this study. As shown in Section 4.4 the net fluxes
would have to be known very accurately if reliable flux divergences
and cooling rates were to be obtained. The lower the pressure the
greater the accuracy needed in the flux measurements. Kondrat'yev
(1963) gives a complete discussion of the problem. His main conclusion
is that only for very thick layers at lower pressures would it be pos-
lO3
sible to experimentally determine reasonably accurate flux divergences.
This is in agreement with the conclusions of Section 4.4 regarding
theoretical calculations based on essentially a similar procedure.
The other method of calculating the cooling rate is based on an
accurate knowledge of the source function J. It is probably only use-
ful for the upper mesosphere. It was shown in Section 4.4 that an ac-
curate knowledge of J must be known if precise cooling rates are to
be determined. To calculate the source function accurate values for
the vibrational relaxation time and radiative lifetime are required.
Unfortunately both these quantities are not known very precisely at
the moment. It will probably be some years before really good expe-
rimental measurements are available. Equation (3.3.10) is the basic
equation for determining the source function. It is feasible to
carry out the integrations over frequency by integrating numerically
across the band. This is a task of great magnitude. This method of
determining cooling rates might be inherently more accurate if good
relaxation times and radiative lifetimes were known. It is interest-
ing to note that if cooling rates for the upper mesosphere could be
accurately measured then it would be possible to arrive at better
values for the vibrational relaxation time for carbon dioxide.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing study was initiated with the object of determining
the possibility of accurately calculating mesospherie cooling rates.
In the course of the investigation a numberof more general problems
associated with atmospheric infrared radiativ_ transfer had to be ex-
aminedo It turned out that inherent inaccuracies in the methods em-
ployed limit the accuracy of the calculated cooling rates° Neverthe-
less the study has served to focus attention on aspects of the infra-
red transfer problem which require further study both experimental and
theoretical.
The main results are:
(I) A table of the rotational line positions and intensities
for 2080 carbon dioxide lines in the 12- to 18-micron
spectral region.
(2) The angular integration in the flux equations can be per-
formed quite accurately using 2-point Gaussian quadra-
ture. The use of an effective optical mass gives reason-
able accuracy if see 0 is chosen as 1.66, in agreement
with Elsasser_s (1942) result.
(3) The use of the quasirandom model in cooling rate calcula-
tions is not satisfactory. The main reason is that at
low pressures the model underestimates the transmissiv-
ities where they are needed as accurately as possible.
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(4)
(5)
It also underestimates the transmissivities for the Q-
branches° This model is reasonably satisfactory if
only estimates for fluxes and transmissivities are de-
sired. An extension to the model was developed enabl-
ing it to be applied when Doppler broadening must be
considered.
Using the Lorentz line shape at pressures lower than
20 mb can introduce appreciable error in calculations
involving the whole band, for example, flux calcula-
tions. Plass and Fivel's (1953) conclusions that the
Lorentz line shape can be used up to 5 0 km for strong
and weak lines are valid. The importance of interme-
diate strength lines in calculations involving an en-
tire band cannot be neglected.
The source function for vibrationally relaxing carbon
dioxide was determined above 60 km for vibrational re-
laxation times of 10 -5 and lO-6sec at I atm. The value
of the source function and the level at which relaxa-
tion becomes of significance were greatly influenced
by the choice of vibrational relaxation time. The re-
sults obtained in this study indicate that local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium starts to break down between 60 and
75 kmo
_o6
(6) Cooling rates in the stratosphere and particularly the
mesosp_ere are difficult to obtain° This is due to
the high accuracy required in the flux calculations
and in the source function when vibrational relaxation
is considered° Values up to 30 km appear reasonable
but increase to unrealistically large values above this
height. A cooling rate of 8°4°K day -I was determined
for the very thick layer 25 to 85 kmo Above 80 km cool-
ing rates evaluated using Eq. (3.3.11) and a relaxation
time of lO-5sec appear reasonable° However, it is dif-
ficult to decide on reasonable cooling rates in the
vicinity of the mesopause due to the complicated proc-
esses involved in energy transport in that region.
6. SUGGESTIONSFORFURTHERESEARCH
The preceding investigation indicates that it would be desirable
to evaluate fluxes by integrating directly across the band rather than
use spectral band models. Unfortunately this is a time consuming task
and would take considerable time even using present day digital com-
puters. The use of spectral band models can introduce appreciable
error. Consequently it is probably fruitless to attempt the develop-
ment of more complicated models. The more complicated the model_ the
greater the computer time neededin using it to evaluate transmissiv-
ities. The quasirandommodel consumeda considerable amount of com-
puter time.
A more accurate value for the vibrational relaxation time of C02-
air mixtures is urgently needed. This is a very elusive quantity to
arrive at either experimentally or theoretically. A precise knowledge
of the quantity is necessary if worth while values for source functions
and cooling rates are to be obtained for the upper mesosphere.
Experimental measurementsof the flux divergence at mesospheric
levels would be extremely useful. Unfortunately, as noted previously,
this is an exceedingly difficult task and someyears will probably
elapse before such results are obtained.
One important aspect of the infrared radiative transfer problem
should not be overlooked. More accurate laboratory measurementsof
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carbon dioxide band strengths in the 15-micron region are required.
High-resolution studies of the bands at low pressures would show the
influence of foreign gases on the line shape. Most of the laboratory
measurements to date have been made using either pure carbon dioxide
or carbon dioxide-air mixtures with large percentages of carbon di-
oxide. Ideally, measurements should be made o_r long path lengths
with very low carbon dioxide concentrations.
APPENDIXA
PHYSICALDETAILSOFTHECARBONDIOXIDEMOLECULE
The carbon dioxide molecule is a linear triatomie molecule. This
linear structure of the carbon dioxide molecule makes it easier to
deal with theoretically than, for example, water vapor and ozone, both
of which have triangular structures (cf., Herzberg, 1945). Since the
activity of a molecule in the infrared depends on changeof its elec-
tric moment, the manner in which it vibrates is very important. Fig-
ure 7 showsthe possible modesof vibration for a linear molecule such
as carbon dioxide.
Changein
electric moment O C O Mode
no ne 0-_ 0 _-0 vl
® ® ® J v2
in out in
eO O-_ O-_ v3
Figure 7- Possible vibrations for the carbon dioxide
molecule and changes in electric moment.
In mode vl the carbon atom does not move and thus the electric
moment is zero and does not change with the vibration of the oxygen
................ e_e are no pure ........... for carbon dioxide as
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in the case of water or no vibration-rotation band at the frequency vl.
The vibration v2 is the degenerate representation of two equal fre-
quencies and the band corresponding to the fundamental of v2 is centered
about 15-microns (667.3 cm-l). The v2 mode is sometimes called the
bending mode. The v2 band has a strong Q-branch which indicates that
the change in electric moment is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.
The fundamental associated with the vs mode is around 4°3 microns
(2349°3 cm-l), the v_ mode is sometimes called the valence mode° The
Q-branclh associated with this mode is weak indicating that the change
in electric moment is parallel to the axis of symmetry. The fundamen-
tal vibration vl may be studied using the Raman effect° It is found
that the intense Raman line at 1340 cm -I is really two lines at 1285.5
cm -I and 1388.3 cm -I. This puzzling effect is due to 2v2 being very
close in frequency to vl, and a Fermi resonance thus takes place. The
Fermi resonance effect occurs if two vibrational levels belonging to
different vibrations (or combinations of vibrations) have nearly the
same energy, then a "resonance" occurs which leads to a perturbation
of the energy levels° The Fermi resonance causes many combination bands
of carbon dioxide to be displaced from their normal positions.
As shown in Herzberg (1945) the total vibrational energy is given
by:
iii
or the term values by
i I
G(Vl,V2,V3,... ) = _Ol(Vl ÷ --_2_2 + __ 3 + --_" .-
where
:
The vi's are the vibrational quantum numbers and _i's are the classical
vibrational frequencies. If the molecule is doubly degenerate, as is
the carbon dioxide molecule, then two of the _'s would be the same.
Stul! et al. (1962) give a formula for the unperturbed energy levels
of carbon dioxide to third order, viz.,
3
i=l i=l
j=lj>ik>j
where di is the degeneracy index associated with the vi mode (for
.................. dl= ds = I, d2 = 2) _-- -vibrational ..............
_'t/iou[i U_t<J__±U_, ±II_
xij, Yijk, g22, may be expressed in terms of the potential constants
of the molecule but are usually determined experimentally. L is a
quantum number associated with the degeneracy of one mode. It is the
angular momentum (in units of h/2_) of the molecule about the symmetry
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axis of the degenerate vibration (for carbon dioxide the v2 modeis
degenerate) and has the values
-+v2,+(v2-2),+(v2-4),...,±l or 0
Generally the positive and negative levels coincide but under the in-
fluence of rotation the levels split, this is l-type coubling.
The vibrational transitions in the infrared are dipole transitions
with the following selection rules applicable (Herzberg, 1945).
A_ = 0 v2 - even, vS - odd
A_ = +i v2 - odd, vs - even
These apply for symmetric molecules such as carbon dioxide.
Figure 7 lists the vibration bands of importance in the 15-micron
region of the spectrum. Levels for which all the vibrational quantum
numbers vi are zero except one are called fundamental levels and nat-
urally the ground state has all the quantum numbers zero. Thus a
transition involving a fundamental level and the ground state is called
a fundamental frequency and in absorption due to the greater popula-
tion of the ground state, a fundamental frequency is the strongest.
In Figure 7 only one fundamental frequency is evident, band i, and it
is also the strongest. When only one vi is different from zero but
greater than one, then the level is called an overtone level; and when
two or more of the vies are greater than zero, then the level is called
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a combination level. Transitions which end at levels higher than the
ground in absorption are called difference frequencies or difference
combinations. Thus in Figure 7 all the bands except for band i are
difference combinations.
Now if a vibration band of a molecule, such as carbon dioxide,
is examined using a high-resolution spectrometer it is found to con-
sist of a large number of individual lines.
consequence of the rotation of the molecule.
This fine structure is a
The rotational energy
of a linear molecule is given by (Herzberg, 1945),
Fv(J) = B J(J+l) (A.2)
where J is the rotational quantum number and
1
where d i is the degree of degeneracy of the vibration, o_i are constants
for each molecule and Be is the rotational constant. In the case of
carbon dioxide i has a maximum value of 3. The rotational quantum num-
ber J corresponds to the total angular momentum and, in general, takes
_, _ + i, _ + 2,...
For a molecule such as carbon dioxide (C12 O_6 is only being considered)
the rotational levels are alternating symmetrical and antisymmetrical
ll4
and consequently
J : 0,2,4,... when _ : 0
This is because the ratio of the statistical weights of the antisym-
metric and symmetric states is s/(s+l) where s is the quantum number
for the nuclear spin. For 016 s is zero and consequently the statis-
tical weight for the antisymmetric rotational levels is zero. For
greater than zero, each rotational level is doubly degenerate and thus
alternate levels are present.
Combining the effects of vibration and rotation gives the total
energy of a level as
T = o(vl,v2,v3:_)+ Fv(J) (A.4)
The frequency of a line in a vibration-rotation band is then given by
v = vo + Fv(#_) Fv(J") (A.5)
where vo is the frequency of the band eente_ J' is the rotational quan-
tum number for the upper vibrational state and J'' that for the lower.
As is to be expected certain selection rules must be obeyed, viz.,
(i) _ = 0 in both upper and lower states (II bands)
AJ = ± i, only P- and R-branches, no Q-branch (AJ = +i
corresponds to a R-branch, AJ = -i corresponds
to a P-branch and AJ = 0 corresponds to a Q-
branch)
if5
(2)
(3)
A_ = + i (! bands)
AJ : + i, P-, Q-, and R-branches are present with the Q-
AJ =
AP_
AJ
AJ
O branch stronger than either the P- or R-branches.
= O, but f / 0 (If bands)
= + I, P-, Q-, and R-branches are present with the Q-
= 0 branch weak
Table XV lists the quantum numbers for the upper and lower states
of the carbon dioxide bands in the 15-micron region. For all the
bands AL = ±i, hence the bands all have strong Q-branches.
APPENDIXB
INTE,S_TIE_FORTHECARBONCALCULATIONOFTHELINE POSITIONSAND N T
DIOXIDEBANDSIN _HE15-M!CRONREGIONOFTHESPECTRUM
Tt_epositions of the rotational lines of the various vibration
bands in _he 15-micron region maybe determiioed using Eq. (A.5) with
the following rotational constants (Stull, et al. 1961)o
Be _l _a O_
0o3925 O.00058 -0. O0045 O.003OV
The intensity of an. individual rotation line (if a rigid-rotator
model is assumed)is given by
v' J__ _ -_c_/kT (S go" tAj _)-<'<i-e ) -ncFv._ )/kT
. . _ ,o/kTQJ:;o(1-e .... )g
(B.1)
V _
waere S _. is the total band intensity, Qj the rotational partition
functioc_ for a rigid rotator given by
-_IcFv(J' ')/kTQj = (_0,7_ _+l)e •
which may be approximated by (Herzberg, 1945),
kT i
Q, - +_ +
" acBe 3
i16
i17
gj,_, is a weighting function given by
gj,2, = (2J'+l) for 2' = 0
= 2(2J'+i) for _' _ 0gj, _,
and g = i for _'' or _' = O, g = 2 when neither _7_ or _' = O. The
J
values of (Aj,,_:,) are tabulated by Penner (1959) using Dennison's
(1931) values°
Equation (Bol) may now be written
Sv''V'F(J' ')v(l-e-hCv/kT)e -hcFv(J'')/kT
sj , -- (B.3)
Qjv 0 (l-e -hc v°/kT )
where
F(J") : gj,
Only certain v_lues of F(J'') are required, these are given in
Table XIV.
An interaction which slightly modifies Eqo (B.I) is the Coriolis
vibration-rotation interaction. Madden (1961) notes that a considera-
tion of the Coriolis interaction leads to Eq. (B.I) being multiplied by
(l-{m) 2 where m is the ordinal number of the line and _ is a parameter
depending on the strength of the Coriolis interaction and the vibrational
transition. Using experimental data, Madden has obtained a value for
if8
TABLE XIV
VALUES FOR F(J")
F(J") = [ (J" + 2)/2 AJ : +1
_" = 0 h (2J" + l)/2 ,_J = 0
A_ = +z (j" - 1)/2 AJ : -i
F(J") = [ j"/2 AJ = +l
_' = 0 h (2j" + 1)/2 AJ : 0A_ :-Z (J"+ 1)/2 AJ :-i
F(J") =
L' _" = 0
AL=+I
(J" + 2 + l") (J" + 1 + 1")
k(J-" + z)
(2J" + z) (J" + z ± l") (J" T l")
4j"(J" + l)
(J" - 1 T 1") (J" 7 l")
4J"
AJ = +I
AJ= 0
AJ = -I
= +0.0035 for the (020:0) - (010:i) band of C02andBenedict has pre-
dicted { = +0.0016 for the 15-micron fundamental which has not yet been
experimentally verified. In this work the Coriolis effect has been
neglected.
¥i
The band strength Sv,, is given by
v' _, SjS , , =
J
It has been shown (cf., Madden, 1961) that
ll9
'lV | --HcG(v L'' _'')/MT
v' 8_SNoVo[l-e-hCv°/kT]IRv,,12g e '
Sv,, = (B.4)
3hc qv
where Qv is the vibrational partition function, No is the molecular
V t
density at 300°K and I atm, Rv,, is the vibrational transition moment
and g is the weight factor given above. Qvmay be represented by
(Herzberg, 1945),
o -di
Qv = ]7(l-e-hcvi_)
i
O
where vi are the frequencies of the fundamentals and di are the de-
O
grees of degeneracy of the vibration vi-
When Eq. (B.3) is used to calculate the intensity of a rotational
V T
line a difficulty becomes apparent. The band strength Sv,, varies
with temperature and is generally given for just one temperature. This
difficulty may be circumvented using a scheme given by Stull et al.
(1961). Equation (B.3) may be written
(v,',_,) -ho_,/_ -hcFv-(J'')/k_
C (v' ',L'' )F(J' )v(l-e )e
Sj,, = (9.5
v_ (I-_-hc vo/kT )
where
c(V',_') v'
(v",_") = Sv,,/QJ (9.6
I
120
,_ ._) for any vibrational transition
(v°,_.°)
and temperature may be related to C(v_.0,_._) for another vibrational
transition and temperature. Therefore
(v',_' ! )(c(_,,,_, T) (v',_')* _o(T)Q(To) [hTt(O(v' ', _' ' )*: IR C( .,,_,,).(To) o)Q(T exp To
(B.7)
G(v"',,''))] _g vo(l-e -hcv°/kT)
- T g*Vo* (l-e-he vo*/kTo )
where Q is the total partition function
Q = QvQj
and
(v',_,:! [2/ (v",_')*IR = jR(v,,,_ ,) IF(v,,,_,',)*l _
The * refers to some standard state. The value of the normalization
(v',_')
constant C(v,, _,,)* has been determined by Stull et al. (1961). They
give
(OlO:l)
C(O00:O ) (300°K) : 0.69
lit is reasonable to assume No(T ) : No(To). Values of IR are given by
Stull et al. (1961) based on data of Yamamoto and Sasamori (1958).
V_
Madden (1961) has given some newer data for Sv,_ and R the vibrational
transition moment for some of the transitions considered by Yamamoto
121
and Sasamori. If T = To then from Eqs. (B.4) and (B.7)
v' £ _ ]]
[ hcl ' f' ')*-G(v' ',_' 'Vo*g* Sv,, exp , _ G(v '' )il
IR = v'* (B.8)
Vo g Sv,,*
If the * refers to the 15-micron fundamental then IR may easily be
evaulated. Table XV gives value for IR computed by Stull et al. (1961)
TABLE XV
VIBRATIONAL QUANTUM NUMBERS_ BAND CENTERS, BAND INTENSITIES_
AND IR FACTORS FOR 14 BANDS IN THE 15-MICRON REGION FOR A
TEMPERATURE OF 300°K
Band Level Band Band Intensity (cm -2 arm-l) IR
Yamamoto and Stull
Code Lower Upper Center Madden
Sasamori et al.
Corrected
i 000:0 010:i 667.40 212 194" 1.000 i.O00
2 010:i 020:0 618.03 4.7 4.27 0.539 0.583
3 010:i i00:0 720.83 6.2 0.711 0.726
4 010:I 020:2 667.76 16.6 30 0.906 1.896
5 020:0 030:1 647.02 1.13 1.0 2.524 2.532
6 020:0 ii0:i 791.48 0.022 0.048 0.0455
7 u_u:_ upo:± p_f._ 0.157 0.14 0.218 0.244
8 020.2 ii0:i 741.75 0.14 0.194 0.196
9 020:2 030:3 668.3 0.85 1.177 1.322
i0 i00:0 030:1 544.26 0.0044 0.0040 0.016 0.0252
!i O30:3 040:2 581.2 0.0042 0o!_0 0.185
12 030:3 120:2 756.75 0.0059 0.209 0.200
13 030:1 120:2 828.18 0.00049 0.024 0.0108
14 O30:1 120:0 740.5 0.014 0.695 0.690
*Burch et al. (1962a) give 330 _ 90 cm -2 atm -I (300°K) for the intensity
of band I. Since their result is greater than most of the previous
measurements_ Madden's value is used.
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as well as values computed using Madden s data where available and
otherwise Yamamoto and Sasamori's (1958 data. Table XV displays the
band intensities_ vibrational quantum numbers for the upper and lower
levels and a band code.
Using the above procedures a program was written to compute the
rotational line positions and intensities for bands i to 14. The in-
tensities were computed for six temperatures from 175 (25) - 300°K.
Lines of intensities less than 10 -6 cm -2 atm -I at 300°K were neglected.
The results are shown in Table XVI in order of increasing wave number.
The band code consists of five digits. The first two refer to the
coded bands in Table XV. The third digit indicates a P-, Q-, or R-
branch; 0, i and 2 refer to P-, Q-, and R-branches, respectively. The
last two digits indicate the rotational quantum number for the line.
For example
11244 means band ii, R-branch, J = 44
20 1 means band 2, P-branch, J = i
Table XVII lists some of the line positions and intensities calcula-
ted using the above procedures and also from data published by Madden
(1961). The agreement between observed and calculated values is sat-
isfactory. This provides a check on the calculations.
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TABLE X-VII
COMPARISON BETWEEN COMPUTED LINE POSITIONS AND
INTENSITIES AND MADDEN'S EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
(T = 50o°}0
Madden' s Values Est.
Band Branch J V(cm-1) Sj,, Error
(cm "e atm- I)
i P 4 664.29 1.00 6
4 P $ 661.52 0.106 15
i P 8 661.18 2.24 6
4 P 9 660.81 0.140 15
4 P 34 641.65 0.105 20
4 P 35 641.65* 0.095 20
I P 50 629.46 0.143 7
2 R 15 628.91 0.0750 7
i P 52 627.99 0.i01 7
2 R ii 627.38 0.0695 7
i P 54 626.51 0.0704 7
2 R 9 625.83 0.0613 7
i P 56 625.05 0.0481 7
2 P 7 612.56 0.0565 3
2 P 9 611.00 0.0627 3
2 P Ii 609.42 0.0682 3
2 P 13 607.84 0.0712 3
2 P 15 606.27 0.0715 3
2 P 17 604.70 0.0692 3
2 P 19 603.13 0.0656 3
2 P 21 601.56 0.0614 3
2 P 23 599.98 0.0568 3
2 P 25 598.40 0.0522 3
Comsuted
Sj,,
v(c m-l) (cm- 2 atm-l)
664.3 0. 992
661.5 0.121
661.2 2.088
660.7 0.138
641.6 0.0846
640.9 0.0765
629.4 O. 132
629.1 0.0707
627.9 0.0932
627.5 0.0655
626.4 0.0647
625.9 0.0578
625.0 0.0441
612.6 0.0468
611.0 o.o562
6o9.5 o .0633
6o7.9 o .o679
6o6.4 o.o7o1
604.8 0. 0699
603.3 0.0678
601.$ 0.0641
600.2 o.o591
598.7 0.0533
*Obvious misprint in Madden's paper.
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